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GROCERY & RESTAURANTS

TYSON FOODS

Tyson Foods reported record profit margins thanks to price hikes it characterized as
inflation driven

A Tyson Food executive said “we're pleased with the market performance that we're seeing
despite the price increases” and “we believe we have the right building blocks in place on our
path to deliver sustainable double-digit margin.” “Noelle O'Mara - Group President, Prepared
Foods: I can give you a bit of context to what we're currently seeing. So demand continues to be
strong across both retail and foodservice driven by our strong equities in our diverse portfolio.
And as you said, we're pleased with the market performance that we're seeing despite the price
increases, which is really due to the strength of our brands and the strong partnership and
relationships that we've built with our customers. Elasticity has been less than the historical
models that Donnie has mentioned, but it's clearly something that we're watching closely. And so
we're constantly reviewing our pricing and revenue management strategies. As the landscape
changes, we'll continue to take thoughtful approaches on those critical levers. As you also heard
in the comments, we're taking significant actions to transform our cost base and we're creating
good momentum there. And so on the year, we continue to feel good about the 7% to 9% range
that we've given, and we believe we have the right building blocks in place on our path to deliver
sustainable double-digit margin. “(Tyson Foods Q1 2022 Earnings Call, 2/7/2022)

Thanks to price increases, Tyson Foods more than offset costs of inflation and reported a
record operating profit margin for the company. “The average price charged per customer for
beef was up 32 per cent year on year, pork 13 per cent and chicken 20 per cent. While wages,
along with meat and logistics prices have risen substantially, Tyson’s pricing power more than
made up for those higher production costs. The company recorded an operating profit margin of
11.3 per cent — only the fourth time since 1990 that this figure has been in the double digits,
according to data from S&P Global.” (Financial Times, 2/7/2022)

Tyson Foods’ operating income was up 40% compared to the same quarter the previous year.
“Stewart Glendinning - CFO: First quarter operating income of $1.4 billion was up 40% relative to
the same quarter last year due to increased earnings in Beef, Pork and Chicken. Driven by the
strength in operating income, first quarter earnings per share grew 48% to $2.87. Higher
operating income led to higher adjusted earnings per share compared to the same period last
year. And first quarter EPS also benefited from lower interest expense and taxes.” (Tyson Foods
Q1 2022 Earnings Call, 2/7/2022)

The CEO of Tyson Foods: “We're also making sure that our pricing incorporates inflationary
cost pressures on our business.” “Donnie King - President and Chief Executive Officer: We're
also making sure that our pricing incorporates inflationary cost pressures on our business. In the
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quarter, our cost of goods sold was up 18% relative to the same period last year. We are seeing
higher costs across our supply chain, including higher input costs, such as feed and ingredients.
We're also managing higher cost of labor, transportation due to strong demand and limited
availability. With these higher costs, we work closely with our customers to achieve a fair value for
our products.” (Tyson Foods Q1 2022 Earnings Call, 2/7/2022)

Tyson Foods’ CFO said sales increasing 24% was “largely a function of our pricing initiatives
to offset inflationary pressures.” “Stewart Glendinning - CFO: Thank you, Donnie. Let me turn
first to a summary of our total company financial results. We're pleased to report a strong overall
start to the year. Our sales were up approximately 24% in the first quarter, largely a function of our
pricing initiatives to offset inflationary pressures. Volumes were also up slightly, although
impacted by continued labor challenges. (Tyson Foods Q1 2022 Earnings Call, 2/7/2022)

Tyson Foods executives repeatedly stressed that they saw no impact on demand from
price hikes

The CEO of Tyson Foods said “customer demand continues to outpace our ability to supply
products.” “Donnie King - President and Chief Executive Officer: Still, customer demand
continues to outpace our ability to supply products. So we have targeted actions in each
segment to improve volumes. This is key to delivering on our commitments. To realize our volume
goals, we must be able to fully staff our plants across the company. We continue to take
meaningful action toward becoming the most sought after place to work.” (Tyson Foods Q1 2022
Earnings Call, 2/7/2022)

Tyson Foods CEO said it was “exciting” that price elasticity was “less or lower than what they
have historically been.” Donnie King - CEO: Well, let me start off with and tell you that we really
got off to a good start in Q1. And there are a number of factors with Q1 and what we saw in Q1
and our optimism as we look to the balance of the year. We've adjusted a number of pricing
mechanisms to be more variable in nature. We've seen prior elasticities, for example, in Prepared
Foods being less or lower than what they have historically been, which is exciting there. We've
been able to maintain volume in this inflationary environment. (Tyson Foods Q1 2022 Earnings
Call, 2/7/2022)

A Tyson Food executive said “we're pleased with the market performance that we're seeing
despite the price increases” and “we believe we have the right building blocks in place on our
path to deliver sustainable double-digit margin.” “Noelle O'Mara - Group President, Prepared
Foods: I can give you a bit of context to what we're currently seeing. So demand continues to be
strong across both retail and foodservice driven by our strong equities in our diverse portfolio.
And as you said, we're pleased with the market performance that we're seeing despite the price
increases, which is really due to the strength of our brands and the strong partnership and
relationships that we've built with our customers. Elasticity has been less than the historical
models that Donnie has mentioned, but it's clearly something that we're watching closely. And so
we're constantly reviewing our pricing and revenue management strategies. As the landscape
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changes, we'll continue to take thoughtful approaches on those critical levers. As you also heard
in the comments, we're taking significant actions to transform our cost base and we're creating
good momentum there. And so on the year, we continue to feel good about the 7% to 9% range
that we've given, and we believe we have the right building blocks in place on our path to deliver
sustainable double-digit margin. “(Tyson Foods Q1 2022 Earnings Call, 2/7/2022)

Tyson Food’s CEO wouldn’t answer if they were expecting changes in elasticities due to price
hikes. “Michael Lavery - Piper Sandler: The inflation headwinds are obviously clear and certainly
a driver of the pricing. But just maybe expect to some of your assumptions on the elasticities.
Maybe, at a very high level, do you assume they revert to more normal levels or that they can
hold at sort of what we're seeing currently? Donnie King - CEO: They are where they are right
now. And I know that's not a very good answer. I mean there is a price point where it could be
impactful. But at Tyson, we play across the spectrum from the most value-added products to the
most commodity of commodity products and we meet the consumer wherever they are on the
value chain. And so we intend to continue to grow our business and serve those consumers
wherever they are. (Tyson Foods Q1 2022 Earnings Call, 2/7/2022)

Despite record margins, Tyson executives characterized price hikes as asking customers
to “pay for inflation”

Tyson Foods CEO: “We're not asking customers or the consumer ultimately to pay for our
inefficiencies. We're asking them to pay for inflation.” “Donnie King- CEO: Yes. I would add this
to what Noelle said, we have seen a lot of inflation. But I would remind you that cost of food in the
U.S., while it is higher, is relative to the balance of the world. Labor costs have been up 20%,
cattle costs are up -- have been -- they're up 22%. Grain has been up 29% this year and freight, I
mentioned earlier, is up 32%. We're not asking customers or the consumer ultimately to pay for
our inefficiencies. We're asking them to pay for inflation. And the rest of what we do is we try to
find ways to be more productive, to lower cost and increase throughputs and so forth. And we
feel good about our ability to do a lot of that while serving our customers. (Tyson Foods Q1 2022
Earnings Call, 2/7/2022)

Tyson Food’s CEO noted that freight costs had increased but “we have been successful in
being able to get the transportation and we've asked our customers to pay us for that and pay
us for freight, and we've been successful in doing so.’ Donnie King- CEO: Let me start with that
one. Let me start with simply saying that freight costs are up 32% for us. I talked about some of
the technology we use to -- in my opening remarks, where we would intersect between our
private fleet contract fleet outside carriers and try to optimize how we do that. And we've seen a
lot -- we've had a lot of success. It took like a lot of the inflation happened so rapidly. It took a bit
to get on top of that. But thus far, we have been successful in being able to get the transportation
and we've asked our customers to pay us for that and pay us for freight, and we've been
successful in doing so. (Tyson Foods Q1 2022 Earnings Call, 2/7/2022)
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Tyson Foods CEO: “this freight being up 32%, that's what it cost to get the product moved and
delivered to a customer, and we're asking our customers to pay for that.” Donnie King - CEO:
Not -- as I look around the room and from all those leading the businesses, I don't think if you're a
branded portfolio versus a more commodity-oriented business, I don't think that really matters.
What we tried to do with our customers is say, freight is freight and the price of the product and
the price of the product, and we don't -- we try not to blend the 2. And so I don't -- I wouldn't say
one is any easier than the other. But I think the fact of the matter is what -- this freight being up
32%, that's what it cost to get the product moved and delivered to a customer, and we're asking
our customers to pay for that. Anything to add? (Tyson Foods Q1 2022 Earnings Call, 2/7/2022)

Tyson executives committed to ongoing stock buybacks

Tyson Foods’ CEO boasted the company paid out over $500 million through in dividends and
share buybacks in the previous quarter. “Donnie King - President and Chief Executive Officer:
And we continue to return cash to shareholders. During the quarter, we returned over $500
million in dividends and share repurchases.” (Tyson Foods Q1 2022 Earnings Call, 2/7/2022)

Tyson Food’s CFO: “we are committed to returning cash to shareholders through both
dividends and share buybacks.” “Stewart Glendinning - CFO: Finally, as our track record has
demonstrated, we are committed to returning cash to shareholders through both dividends and
share buybacks. We finished the quarter with a powerful balance sheet and continued capital
allocation optionality.” (Tyson Foods Q1 2022 Earnings Call, 2/7/2022)
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HOUSING

HOME DEPOT

Home Depot said rising housing prices increases due to the “chronic shortage of
housing” were benefitting the company

Home Depot’s CFO told analysts “home equity values over the last two years have increased
by 40% or over $7 billion just in the last two years. So the homeowner has never had a
balance sheet that looks like this. They've seen the price appreciation, and they have the
means to spend.” “Richard McPhail -- Executive Vice President and Chief Financial Officer: Sure.
So just first to start with who our customer is, you need to keep in mind our customers are
homeowners. Virtually all sales to our Pro customers are on behalf of a homeowner, and over
90% of our DIY customers are homeowners as well. So let's talk about home improvement
demand and what drives it. Over our history, we've seen that home price appreciation is the
primary driver of home improvement demand. When your home appreciates in value, you view it
as a smart investment and you spend more on it. So let's look at what's happened at home prices.
We've seen appreciation of over 30% over the last two years. In fact, home equity values over the
last two years have increased by 40% or over $7 billion just in the last two years. So the
homeowner has never had a balance sheet that looks like this. They've seen the price
appreciation, and they have the means to spend. And in surveys, our customers tell us that their
homes have never been more important, and their intent to do projects of all sizes has never
been higher.” (Home Depot Q1 2022 Earnings Call Transcript, 5/17/2022)

Home Depot’s CFO predicted home price appreciation would continue “because where we
have built a chronic shortage of housing units in the U.S. consistently and steadily for the last
10 years…we believe that supply and demand are going to be the main drivers of support for
home price appreciation, and we know that that chronic undersupply is going to be a
condition for quite some time. “Richard McPhail -- Executive Vice President and Chief Financial
Officer: Well, I think we're in a unique position now in recent housing history where we have built
a chronic shortage of housing units in the U.S. consistently and steadily for the last 10 years.
Some economists assume that that shortage is a little less than 2 million. You hear numbers as
high as 4 million. If you take other estimates of what will likely be built, we're looking at least five
years, if not seven or eight years, before we could actually get back to a point of equilibrium. So
we believe that supply and demand are going to be the main drivers of support for home price
appreciation, and we know that that chronic undersupply is going to be a condition for quite
some time.” (Home Depot Q1 2022 Earnings Call Transcript, 5/17/2022)
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Home Depot said rising interest rates could benefit their business further by keeping
homeowners locked into current mortgages

Home Depots’ CFO said their business possibly benefitted from rising mortgage rates
because their customers are “more and more tempted to stay in their low fixed rate mortgage
and remodel their home instead.” “Richard McPhail -- Executive Vice President and Chief
Financial Officer: So let's talk about interest rates. I think it's important to remember that our
addressable market is the 130 million housing units occupied in the U.S. plus probably, call it, 40
million to 50 million more in Canada and Mexico. Of those 130 million housing units, on any given
year, only about 4% or 5% are sold. That means that over 95% of our customers are staying in
place. They're not shopping for a mortgage. Nearly 40% of those homes are owned outright. Of
those who have mortgages, about 93% of those mortgages are fixed rates. So when you think
about our addressable market, the vast majority aren't really paying attention to mortgage rates.
And what we've -- what's interesting about that is what we've heard, when they do look at
moving, they're actually more and more tempted to stay in their low fixed rate mortgage and
remodel their home instead. So these low locked-in mortgages are probably a benefit to an
improvement.”(Home Depot Q1 2022 Earnings Call Transcript, 5/17/2022)

Home Depot told analysts it was benefitting from commodity price inflation

Home Depot’s CFO said the company had an 11% increase in ticket sizes “the vast majority of
that was inflation-driven.” “Ted Decker -- Chief Operating Officer: Right. So I'll start and then Jeff
will give a little bit more detail. Yes, as I mentioned earlier, inflation is higher than we had
expected to the extent about two times. The 11-odd percent ticket was the vast majority of that
was inflation-driven. It is impacting transactions, but as we said, not to the extent that we would
have thought. So that's all good. We have taken costs this year, and there is more on the table.
Transportation, we've just finished up our ocean contracts. That's a global contract cycle that
goes into effect in May. So those are in place for the next 12 months. Those are certainly higher
on a contract basis from 2021. So we think inflation doesn't go up necessarily from where we are
but that it would hold steady at this, call it, double-digit, low 10-ish percent in our product
categories through the balance of the year.” (Home Depot Q1 2022 Earnings Call Transcript,
5/17/2022)

Home Depot EVP: “Inflation from core commodity categories positively impacted our average
ticket growth by approximately 240 basis points during the first quarter, driven by inflation in
lumber, copper, and billing materials.”“Jeff Kinnaird -- Executive Vice President, Merchandising:
Excluding seasonal categories, we are thrilled with the broad-based strength across the business
and healthy project demand. During the first quarter, our comp average ticket increased 11.2%
and comp transactions decreased 8.4%. The growth in our comp average ticket was driven
primarily by inflation across several product categories as well as demand for new and innovative
products. Comp transactions reflect the late start to spring and anniversarying of stimulus. And on
a two- and three-year basis, both comp average ticket and comp transactions were healthy and
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positive. Inflation from core commodity categories positively impacted our average ticket growth
by approximately 240 basis points during the first quarter, driven by inflation in lumber, copper,
and billing materials. Lumber prices remained volatile during the quarter. As an example, framing
lumber peaked at approximately $1,300 per 1,000 board feet during the first quarter before falling
over $400 to approximately $900. Big-ticket comp transactions or those over $1,000 were up
12.4% compared to the first quarter of last year. (Home Depot Q1 2022 Earnings Call Transcript,
5/17/2022)

Home Depot’s COO said that despite the growth in prices “we are not seeing the sensitivity to
that level of inflation that we would have initially expected. “Ted Decker -- Chief Operating
Officer: We also think that the fundamentals -- I mean these are all very short term in nature
comments, but the fundamentals for home improvement remain incredibly supportive. So when
you look at inflation and interest rates in any fatigue, if I take those in order, inflation is definitely
higher than we thought. If you recall, last year, we thought we'd have about 5% growth in ticket.
We're seeing obviously much higher than that with 11% in ticket. A lot of that is inflation-driven. But
our customers are resilient. We are not seeing the sensitivity to that level of inflation that we
would have initially expected. (Home Depot Q1 2022 Earnings Call Transcript, 5/17/2022)

LOWES

Lowes told analysts the company had changed its pricing strategy to be “competitive”
rather than offering promotions

Lowe’s CFO said that their product margins had improved “as we leveraged our disciplined
pricing and product cost management strategies.” “Brandon Sink -- Executive Vice President
and Chief Financial Officer: Our U.S. monthly comps were up 8.5% in February, down 7.8% in
March, and down 6.9% in April. In March, we cycled over the third round of government stimulus
and the storm recovery sales in Texas while April sales were negatively impacted by unfavorable
weather. Looking at U.S. comp growth on a two-year basis from 2020 to 2022, February sales
increased 34.5%, March increased 25.3% and April increased 6%. Gross margin was 34.03% of
sales in the first quarter, up 74 basis points from last year. Product margin rate improved 50 basis
points as we leveraged our disciplined pricing and product cost management strategies to
effectively manage product cost inflation and lumber price volatility. Also, higher credit revenue
drove 25 basis points of benefit to gross margin this quarter, while a favorable product mix drove
20 basis points of benefit.” (Lowes Q1 2022 Earnings Call Transcript, 5/19/2022)

Lowes’ CEO said the company was “scraping and we're doing pricing analysis real time, both
in-store and online by geography,” instead of doing promotions, and that with “product
inflation, we have to carry that forward to the consumer.” “Marvin Ellison -- Chairman and Chief
Executive Officer: So, let me take -- this is Marvin. I'll take the first part of that. We've spent a lot of
time putting in improved systems from a pricing standpoint. So, we are scraping and we're doing
pricing analysis real time, both in-store and online by geography. One thing that Bill put in place
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early on when he arrived is that every day competitive pricing strategy where we've gotten off
this high-low promotional cadence that Lowe's was known for to more of an everyday
competitive price. And the only way you can be competitive every day is you have to have a
good line of sight to the competitive prices of your competition by category, by geographic
location. And so, we've done a lot of that. And in some cases, with inflation -- product inflation, we
have to carry that forward to the consumer. But in a lot of cases, we're just focused on being
competitively priced. And I'll let Brandon provide some financial specifics of what that looks like.”
(Lowes Q1 2022 Earnings Call Transcript, 5/19/2022)

Lowes said rising energy costs were not a significant concern for their business

Lowes’ CFO told analysts that fuel costs were a “minor cost of the overall portfolio.” “Brandon
Sink -- Executive Vice President and Chief Financial Officer: Yeah. Yes, Simeon, I would just add to
your question on fuel costs, transportation, also add import container cost into that mix. The
teams have done a great job just giving us visibility to where those costs are, when they're going
to hit. And it is correct to say, as we manage the totality of the portfolio, that that's a consideration
set along with direct costs from the vendor. So, we are managing that appropriately, managing in
this retail environment. So, that would be the only additional thing I would add to the comment.
On transportation, in particular, on fuel, it is a more minor cost of the overall portfolio. When we
look at the totality of supply chain, and we feel like we're doing some other things like managing
trailers, intermodal, and leaning into some of those other things to also help offset that.” (Lowes
Q1 2022 Earnings Call Transcript, 5/19/2022)

Lowes’ CEO said the company was not concerned about interest rates because “the key
economic drivers of our business, it remains home price appreciation. ”Marvin Ellison --
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer: It's really more of an acknowledgment of what we're all
seeing in just a broader macroeconomy. And I think what's interesting for home improvement is
that we're aware that we have inflation concerns. We're aware that there is rising interest rates.
But as we look at the home improvement sector, we still remain very confident in the outlook and
we're very confident in the sector. And so, I'll just repeat what I've said. We've seen no material
trade down from our customers. We closely monitor Pro and DIY. We look at it intently as you can
imagine. And when we think about the key economic drivers of our business, it remains home
price appreciation. It remains the age of housing stock, you know, it remains, you know, those
things that give the homeowner confidence and continuing to invest in the home. And as we talk
to our Pro customers, they're booked up for the year. We talked to our DIY customers. They
would just wait for the sun to come out. And so, we feel good about the home improvement
sector. And my statement was just more of an acknowledgment of the broader macro
environment that we're all seeing.” (Lowes Q1 2022 Earnings Call Transcript, 5/19/2022)
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Lowes stressed the company was benefitting from ongoing housing price appreciation
driven by the lack of supply

Lowes’ CEO: “we have unprecedented home price appreciation, but we also have an
unprecedented supply demand issue for the availability of homes. So, our data tells us, this is
less of bubble and it's more of a supply demand issue where you have 1.5 million, 2 million
homes of demand versus the availability” “Marvin Ellison -- Chairman and Chief Executive
Officer: And, Liz, this is Marvin again. I just want to reinforce the point on the value of home price
appreciation to consumer confidence. And it's one of the reasons why I think home improvement
is a unique retail sector in kind of this macro environment where there are a lot of questions
about the health of the consumer. What our data tells us, and it correlates historically, is when
your home value is going up, you simply have more confidence to invest in that home because
you see it as an investment and not an expense. And we have unprecedented home price
appreciation, but we also have an unprecedented supply demand issue for the availability of
homes. So, our data tells us, this is less of bubble and it's more of a supply demand issue where
you have 1.5 million, 2 million homes of demand versus the availability. And so, if you think about
what Bill said about trading up, our customers, they feel more comfortable investing in home
because they think they're going to get a return on that investment. And I think that's the value of
home price appreciation to our business.” (Lowes Q1 2022 Earnings Call Transcript, 5/19/2022)

Lowes told analysts it was benefitting from commodity inflation increasing their average
ticket size in sales

Lowes’ CFO: “Inflation is going to continue to be a bit of a tailwind for us as well.” Brandon
Sink -- Executive Vice President and Chief Financial Officer: We have some of our biggest volume
weeks ahead with Memorial Day, Father's Day, J4. We're pleased with the sequential sales
improvement, confident in the full Q2 recovery of the $350 million. And then when we look at the
balance of the year, I think with the weather trends, Q2, $350 million. We're going to continue to
see the Pro strength 20% comp in Q1, 64% two-year. Inflation is going to continue to be a bit of a
tailwind for us as well. But all that being said, our range is down one to plus one. We're confident
in that go-forward for the full year. And that yields Q2 to Q4. That's a slight positive comp over the
balance of the year for the one year.” (Lowes Q1 2022 Earnings Call Transcript, 5/19/2022)

A Lowes Executive told analysts the company was benefitting from persistent consumer
demand “ and, to a lesser extent, commodity inflation.”“Bill Boltz -- Executive Vice President,
Merchandising Now, turning to building products. We continue to see broad-based strength
across key Pro categories, including electrical, building materials, rough plumbing, millwork, and
lumber, driven by strong Pro demand and competitive in-stock positions. Building on last year's
strong performance, we delivered a positive 38% two-year comp in building products, which
continues to reflect the persistent underlying strength in consumer demand for larger core home
improvement projects and, to a lesser extent, commodity inflation.” (Lowes Q1 2022 Earnings Call
Transcript, 5/19/2022)
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Lowes CFO told analysts the company’s average ticket size in sales was benefitting from
“product inflation” and “commodity inflation.” “Brandon Sink -- Executive Vice President and
Chief Financial Officer: Comparable average ticket grew 9.1%, driven by higher Pro sales,
increased levels of product inflation, and 150 basis points of commodity inflation. This was offset
by comp transaction count declining 13.1% due to a later start to spring, as well as the impact of
cycling over government stimulus and storm recovery in the prior year. Keep in mind that comp
transactions increased 11.8% last year, which results in a two-year comp transaction count
decrease of 2.9%. U.S.” (Lowes Q1 2022 Earnings Call Transcript, 5/19/2022)

STARWOOD PROPERTY TRUST

Starwood’s CEO said the company was benefitting from nationwide rent increases due
to the lack of housing supply

Starwood’s CEO told analysts one benefit of buying affordable housing is that “rents can't go
down. They can only go up,” and said that the lack of supply is pushing up rents everywhere,
“Barry Sternlicht -- Chairman and Chief Executive Officer: We bought Northern Florida. We call it
Woodstar. Affordable housing, just to remind you, rents can't go down. They can only go up, and
rents are obviously rising across the United States in a fashion that we've never seen before,
powered by inflation, but also this lack of units that is tremendous dearth of homes that is
creating this rapidly rising housing complex. And we ask ourselves, is this going to continue like
this? Or what's the outcome for housing prices given -- is it a bubble? While prices in some cities
have run pretty far, this is not a supply issue. This is not like overbuilding that we saw in '07, '08.
And it's not powered by people borrowing 100% of loans of the home price with NINJA loans.
This is really demand in wealth and people working from home and trying to improve their
homes.” (Starwood Property Trust Q1 2022 Earnings Call Transcript, 5/4/2022)

Starwood’s CEO said that housing “wasn’t overbuilt” was because the market “built almost 15
million fewer units from 2010 to 2020 than we did in every decade prior going back to the
40s.”“Barry Sternlicht -- Chairman and Chief Executive Officer: And we expect, of course, it will
slow down. It should be -- or continue to be a source of stability for the U.S. economy because it
really isn't overbuilt. Most builders -- one of the reasons we built almost 15 million fewer units from
2010 to 2020 than we did in every decade prior going back to the 40s with builders stop doing
spec homes and couldn't get blinds to improve land easily from anyone, and so it's just
disciplined in the housing market and the result is what you see today.” (Starwood Property Trust
Q1 2022 Earnings Call Transcript, 5/4/2022)

Starwood’s CEO said the lack of supply “bled over into the multifamily markets, which
continue to be to enjoy double-digit increases in rents. We're the nation's largest owner of
apartments.” “Barry Sternlicht -- Chairman and Chief Executive Officer: And it's bled over into the
multifamily markets, which continue to be to enjoy double-digit increases in rents. We're the
nation's largest owner of apartments. We have 115,000 apartments, including the units that are
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owned by Starwood Property Trust. And what that means actually going forward -- affordable
housing rents are set by -- not by inflation, but by the income growth of the SMSA, in which they
operate.” (Starwood Property Trust Q1 2022 Earnings Call Transcript, 5/4/2022)

Starwood predicted supply chain issues would prevent new housing from being built,
benefitting their existing assets

Starwood’s CEO predicted labor and supply problems would get worse and “that's really good
for everyone who owns anything today because in order to justify new construction rents
have more room to rise.” “Barry Sternlicht -- Chairman and Chief Executive Officer: I don't think --
and then offsetting that, the one comment you made, which is really critical is replacement cost.
Replacement cost is galloping ahead. And it's not just commodity prices, it's not just materials, it's
also labor and a general -- again, labor shortage, and it's going to get worse. It's not going to get
better because the government hasn't spent $1 of the infrastructure bill. So when they start doing
that and buying steel and concrete and PVC piping and laying roads and asphalt and obviously,
where oil is, it will put tremendous demands on those byproducts. Material prices continue to rise
probably for the foreseeable future, and the supply chain is going to get worse, not better. So
people are talking about inflation rolling over. In parts of things like consumer-led inflation, maybe
autos, used cars, maybe they will -- that's more a function of people already got what they
wanted. They already bought their new car. They went out and spent money. They bought their
new house. But I think in other sectors of the economy, replacement cost ahead .Of course, that's
really good for everyone who owns anything today because in order to justify new construction
rents have more room to rise. So it is a tug of war. It is the holy grail of what we wake up every
night worrying about, what's the interplay between cap rates, interest rates and inflation hikes
and replacement costs. “ (Starwood Property Trust Q1 2022 Earnings Call Transcript, 5/4/2022)

Starwood’s CEO predicted that a “significant portion” of multifamily construction would not
get built because of supply chain issues, which is “really good for existing assets and for our
loan book. It's really healthy.” “Barry Sternlicht -- Chairman and Chief Executive Officer: And I
look at multifamily starts, for example, in the United States, which are pretty much at record
highs.And I don't think a significant portion of that stuff will ever get built. And if it gets built, it
won't be delivered on time. There is no project I'm aware of that is delivering on time and on
budget right now, either here or in Europe. So it's -- I was talking to somebody yesterday who
owns -- who's building a residential project in Miami, and they're a year and a half late to
complete it because of supply chain issues.And nobody knows where stuff is. It's on seas, it's in
warehouses, it's stuck offshore. It's -- they're waiting for goods from a closed Chinese factory. It is
not going to be great. It's really good for existing assets and for our loan book. It's really healthy.”
(Starwood Property Trust Q1 2022 Earnings Call Transcript, 5/4/2022)
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Starwood said the company’s real estate was receiving interest from offshore investors,
particularly in the Middle East

Starwood’s CEO said thanks to the housing crunch “I can't think we could be better positioned
than we are…It's a great place to park cash right now as the world melts -- the tech world
melts down,” “Barry Sternlicht -- Chairman and Chief Executive Officer: So overall, I can't think we
could be better positioned than we are. We are a sea of stability in a world that's extremely
volatile, and increases in interest rates only help us and help our returns and will help cover the
dividend even more than it's covered today. It's a great place to park cash right now as the world
melts -- the tech world melts down. I said in comments, you couldn't hear earlier, I mean, it is
reminiscent of the dot-com crash back in 2000, 2001. I remember when the NASDAQ fell and we
have cash flow beneath us. We are not speculative in any way. And with a book like we are, you
kind of wonder how on earth we could be trading at the dividend yield we are in a world that's
still yield challenged and will remain yield challenged for a while. But what will happen to us
going forward, as Jeff mentioned, is our book value increase, and it will continue to increase.”
(Starwood Property Trust Q1 2022 Earnings Call Transcript, 5/4/2022)

Starwood’s CEO said that because “rents can only go up and not down” for their affordable
housing, they were getting lots of interest from “ offshore investors that look at it as an
inflation protection bond,” including “sovereign wealth funds.” “Barry Sternlicht -- Chairman
and Chief Executive Officer: As you know, Jeff, our cap rate on the multi books, we're holding in
the fours. So we're nowhere near. We're not marking this down at today's cap rate. We're just
marking up the value based on rent growth. So we have a huge cushion in our mark. And
because it can only go up, rents can only go up and not down, the asset category has become a
very very exciting unlevered yields for offshore investors that look at it as an inflation protection
bond and basically index bond to inflation and wage growth. And so it's almost like a tip. It's -- and
the minority investors that we have in the Woodstar portfolio when we realized and demonstrated
to the street and to our shareholders of these gains, we talk about are absolutely real and
available to us to harvest at any time, they were both offshore sovereign wealth funds that -- I
guess one is a quasi sovereign wealth fund.” (Starwood Property Trust Q1 2022 Earnings Call
Transcript, 5/4/2022)

Starwood’s CEO said that “difficult times….always help real estate,” noting that “where the
capital is in the world, right now is primarily in oil wealth nations, including the Middle East,
and they have a predilection to buy real assets.” “Barry Sternlicht -- Chairman and Chief
Executive Officer: Two other comments. I mean the difficulties of other asset classes in times of
like this always help real estate. We always get a bid. Institutions find the fact that we don't
mark-to-market overnight kind of refreshing as they look at the collateral damage in the VC book
or even in their equity book right now. And so that's always benefited, to some extent, real estate.
Also, where the capital is in the world, right now is primarily in oil wealth nations, including the
Middle East, and they have a predilection to buy real assets. They like real assets. And -- so I
expect that participate more in the markets than less, and I would guarantee that, frankly. And
these two -- there's one other new kid on the block, which has been extremely material in the last
12 to 24 months, which are the nontraded REITs, which were the second largest in the nation
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behind Blackstone. And these entities have to put out capital, right? They have to find things to
buy because they can't sit on cash, they don't earn anything on cash. And they have been very
important drivers of what is acceptable pricing. And so they are very active buyers. And in the
scale -- the Blackstone nontraded REIT has to almost buy the entire volume of commercial
mortgage transactions prior to COVID every year.” (Starwood Property Trust Q1 2022 Earnings
Call Transcript, 5/4/2022)
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OIL & GAS

DIAMONDBACK ENERGY

Diamondback Energy’s CEO said they had no plan to increase oil production because
“increase in activity now would result in capital efficiency degradation that would not
meaningfully contribute to fixing the global supply and demand imbalance in the oil market
today.” “Travis Stice -- Chairman and Chief Executive Officer: As the war in Ukraine and the
resulting governmental sanctions continue, Russia's oil production is expected to be impacted by
shut-ins, natural declines, storage limitations, and lower exports, creating a global shortage of oil.
Over the next few years, we will need to make up for this lost production, and we believe that the
U.S. oil and gas industry is best suited to provide the low-cost environmentally friendly barrels
needed to ensure global energy supply. However, today, we are operating in a constrained
environment with inflationary pressures continuing to increase across all facets of our business.
Also labor and materials shortages are now present across the supply chain. We at Diamondback
are fortunate to have secured the necessary equipment, personnel, and materials to run our
2022 capital program, but increase in activity now would result in capital efficiency degradation
that would not meaningfully contribute to fixing the global supply and demand imbalance in the
oil market today. Therefore, Diamondback remains committed to maintaining our current oil
production levels of approximately 220,000 net barrels of oil per day. (Diamondback Energy Q1
2022 Earnings Call, 5/3/2022)

Diamondback Energy’s CEO: “While we believe that efficiently growing our production
base is achievable over the long term, we do not feel that today is the appropriate time
to begin spending dollars that would not equate to additional barrels into multiple
quarters from now.” “Travis Stice -- Chairman and Chief Executive Officer: While we
believe that efficiently growing our production base is achievable over the long term, we
do not feel that today is the appropriate time to begin spending dollars that would not
equate to additional barrels into multiple quarters from now. We continue to focus on
capital efficiency and strive to operate with the highest level of environmental and social
responsibility. At Diamondback, we plan to invest approximately $60 million to reduce our
direct emissions and lower our carbon intensity, including ending routine flaring by 2025.
This figure does not include the hundreds of millions of dollars we expend to electrify our
production fields and to build pipelines to ensure we produce and transport fluid with the
lowest emission intensity possible. (Diamondback Energy Q1 2022 Earnings Call, 5/3/2022)

Diamondback Energy’s CEO: “ We believe our capital discipline and returns profile is
still the best near-term path to equity value creation, while our operational execution
provides differentiated returns to our shareholders.” “Travis Stice -- Chairman and Chief
Executive Officer: As we look to our outlook for the rest of 2022, our simple plan has not
changed. Maintained oil production of approximately 220,000 barrels of oil per day by
spending between 1.75 and $1.9 billion. At the current strip pricing, this production and
capital spend equates to approximately 400 -- 4.5 billion of free cash flow, which per our
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returns framework, gives us a minimum of 2.25 billion of cash back to our investors. We're
off to a good start for the year, mitigating inflationary pressures while justifying our social
and environmental license to operate. We believe our capital discipline and returns profile
is still the best near-term path to equity value creation, while our operational execution
provides differentiated returns to our shareholders. “ (Diamondback Energy Q1 2022
Earnings Call, 5/3/2022)

Diamondback Energy’s CEO: “I think what matters most though, Neal, is that we're
returning cash to shareholders, and we're giving our shareholders the flexibility to do
with that cash as they see fit.” “Travis Stice -- Chairman and Chief Executive Officer: Well,
certainly, from a quarterly perspective, from an operational perspective, we're pretty set on
this year's plan. And we have the ability, obviously, to ratchet things down, but as I tried to
lay out in our prepared remarks, ratcheting things up right now is not really the right
answer. If you're asking a question specifically about buybacks, Neal, we're going to stay
disciplined in our approach to buying our stock back. When we look at mid-teens returns or
mid-cycle pricing, that's really not changing. I think what matters most though, Neal, is that
we're returning cash to shareholders, and we're giving our shareholders the flexibility to do
with that cash as they see fit. That's kind of how I view the world right now, Neal.”
(Diamondback Energy Q1 2022 Earnings Call, 5/3/2022)

Diamondback Energy’ CEO: “The administration's comments are certainly causing a lot of
uncertainty in the market, both in the terms of regulatory taxation, legislation, and negative
rhetoric toward our industry. And that creates uncertainty in our owners', our shareholders'
minds about what the future of this industry really is.” “Travis Stice -- Chairman and Chief
Executive Officer: I think what you're asking us to do is start forecasting 2023 growth rates that
we're not really ready to talk about 2023. I think though, Derrick, if you look at the macro
uncertainties that are still out there, let me try to enumerate some of those. You've still got Iranian
barrels, whether they're going to find a way in the market. You've got Venezuela, you've got
Libya, you've got continued a little bit of surplus capacity in the OPEC plus. Those are all volumes
that can come on to the equation of the supply demand equation. You've also got the continued
demand impacts of COVID, particularly in the Asian markets right now. And then lastly, to say
bluntly, the administration's comments are certainly causing a lot of uncertainty in the market,
both in the terms of regulatory taxation, legislation, and negative rhetoric toward our industry.
And that creates uncertainty in our owners', our shareholders' minds about what the future of this
industry really is. And so I think this represents on that front, a pretty unique time to have a sober
assessment of what an energy policy really needs to look like for the United States, one that
recognizes all forms of energy, while at the same time, having aspirational goals about a more
sustainable future.” (Diamondback Energy Q1 2022 Earnings Call, 5/3/2022)

Diamondback Energy’s CEO said they had no plan to increase oil production because “
increase in activity now would result in capital efficiency degradation that would not
meaningfully contribute to fixing the global supply and demand imbalance in the oil market
today.” “Travis Stice -- Chairman and Chief Executive Officer: As the war in Ukraine and the
resulting governmental sanctions continue, Russia's oil production is expected to be impacted by
shut-ins, natural declines, storage limitations, and lower exports, creating a global shortage of oil.
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Over the next few years, we will need to make up for this lost production, and we believe that the
U.S. oil and gas industry is best suited to provide the low-cost environmentally friendly barrels
needed to ensure global energy supply. However, today, we are operating in a constrained
environment with inflationary pressures continuing to increase across all facets of our business.
Also labor and materials shortages are now present across the supply chain. We at Diamondback
are fortunate to have secured the necessary equipment, personnel, and materials to run our
2022 capital program, but increase in activity now would result in capital efficiency degradation
that would not meaningfully contribute to fixing the global supply and demand imbalance in the
oil market today. Therefore, Diamondback remains committed to maintaining our current oil
production levels of approximately 220,000 net barrels of oil per day. (Diamondback Energy Q1
2022 Earnings Call, 5/3/2022)

Diamondback Energy’s CEO: “While we believe that efficiently growing our production base is
achievable over the long term, we do not feel that today is the appropriate time to begin
spending dollars that would not equate to additional barrels into multiple quarters from
now.”“Travis Stice -- Chairman and Chief Executive Officer: While we believe that efficiently
growing our production base is achievable over the long term, we do not feel that today is the
appropriate time to begin spending dollars that would not equate to additional barrels into
multiple quarters from now. We continue to focus on capital efficiency and strive to operate with
the highest level of environmental and social responsibility. At Diamondback, we plan to invest
approximately $60 million to reduce our direct emissions and lower our carbon intensity,
including ending routine flaring by 2025. This figure does not include the hundreds of millions of
dollars we expend to electrify our production fields and to build pipelines to ensure we produce
and transport fluid with the lowest emission intensity possible. (Diamondback Energy Q1 2022
Earnings Call, 5/3/2022)

Diamondback Energy’s CEO: “ We believe our capital discipline and returns profile is still the
best near-term path to equity value creation, while our operational execution provides
differentiated returns to our shareholders.”“Travis Stice -- Chairman and Chief Executive Officer:
As we look to our outlook for the rest of 2022, our simple plan has not changed. Maintained oil
production of approximately 220,000 barrels of oil per day by spending between 1.75 and $1.9
billion. At the current strip pricing, this production and capital spend equates to approximately
400 -- 4.5 billion of free cash flow, which per our returns framework, gives us a minimum of 2.25
billion of cash back to our investors. We're off to a good start for the year, mitigating inflationary
pressures while justifying our social and environmental license to operate. We believe our capital
discipline and returns profile is still the best near-term path to equity value creation, while our
operational execution provides differentiated returns to our shareholders. “ (Diamondback
Energy Q1 2022 Earnings Call, 5/3/2022)

Diamondback Energy’s CEO: “I think what matters most though, Neal, is that we're returning
cash to shareholders, and we're giving our shareholders the flexibility to do with that cash as
they see fit.” “Travis Stice -- Chairman and Chief Executive Officer: Well, certainly, from a quarterly
perspective, from an operational perspective, we're pretty set on this year's plan. And we have
the ability, obviously, to ratchet things down, but as I tried to lay out in our prepared remarks,
ratcheting things up right now is not really the right answer. If you're asking a question specifically
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about buybacks, Neal, we're going to stay disciplined in our approach to buying our stock back.
When we look at mid-teens returns or mid-cycle pricing, that's really not changing. I think what
matters most though, Neal, is that we're returning cash to shareholders, and we're giving our
shareholders the flexibility to do with that cash as they see fit. That's kind of how I view the world
right now, Neal.” (Diamondback Energy Q1 2022 Earnings Call, 5/3/2022)

Diamondback Energy’ CEO: “The administration's comments are certainly causing a lot of
uncertainty in the market, both in the terms of regulatory taxation, legislation, and negative
rhetoric toward our industry. And that creates uncertainty in our owners', our shareholders'
minds about what the future of this industry really is.” “Travis Stice -- Chairman and Chief
Executive Officer: I think what you're asking us to do is start forecasting 2023 growth rates that
we're not really ready to talk about 2023. I think though, Derrick, if you look at the macro
uncertainties that are still out there, let me try to enumerate some of those. You've still got Iranian
barrels, whether they're going to find a way in the market. You've got Venezuela, you've got
Libya, you've got continued a little bit of surplus capacity in the OPEC plus. Those are all volumes
that can come on to the equation of the supply demand equation. You've also got the continued
demand impacts of COVID, particularly in the Asian markets right now. And then lastly, to say
bluntly, the administration's comments are certainly causing a lot of uncertainty in the market,
both in the terms of regulatory taxation, legislation, and negative rhetoric toward our industry.
And that creates uncertainty in our owners', our shareholders' minds about what the future of this
industry really is. And so I think this represents on that front, a pretty unique time to have a sober
assessment of what an energy policy really needs to look like for the United States, one that
recognizes all forms of energy, while at the same time, having aspirational goals about a more
sustainable future.” (Diamondback Energy Q1 2022 Earnings Call, 5/3/2022)

DRIVEN BRANDS

Driven Brand’s CEO boasted that, “Our supply chain capabilities that keep us in stock and
allow us to take share and price when others cannot.” Jonathan Fitzpatrick -- President and
Chief Executive Officer: “Our supply chain capabilities that keep us in stock and allow us to take
share and price when others cannot. Our scale, which is growing, is a sustainable and
increasingly significant competitive advantage in our highly fragmented industry. Over the long
term, Driven has and will consistently deliver organic, double-digit revenue growth and
double-digit adjusted EBITDA growth. That, together with our asset-light business model, means
we generate a ton of cash.” (Driven Brands Holdings Q1 2022 Earnings Call, 4/27/2022)

Driven Brand’s CEO told analysts, “Driven provides needs-based services…Our businesses
performed well because of the nondiscretionary aspect of maintaining an automobile.”
Jonathan Fitzpatrick -- President and Chief Executive Officer: “Most importantly, Driven provides
needs-based services. Our businesses performed well because of the nondiscretionary aspect of
maintaining an automobile. Our core customer has been driving and will continue to drive even
with elevated gas prices. Our core customers are also benefiting from higher wages.” (Driven
Brands Holdings Q1 2022 Earnings Call, 4/27/2022)
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Driven Brand’s CEO: “We offer nondiscretionary needs-based services. This means even as
prices rise, consumers continue to get their vehicles repaired, maintained, washed and they're
all changed, and it will be very low on the list of services that are downsized when spending is
squeezed.” Jonathan Fitzpatrick -- President and Chief Executive Officer: “Our ability to leverage
data analytics, to order in advance, leverage our scale, our balance sheet, strategic supplier
partnerships and preferred vendor status means that we are taking share when others don't have
product. The last element of the inflation equation is retail pricing. We offer nondiscretionary
needs-based services. This means even as prices rise, consumers continue to get their vehicles
repaired, maintained, washed and they're all changed, and it will be very low on the list of
services that are downsized when spending is squeezed.” (Driven Brands Holdings Q1 2022
Earnings Call, 4/27/2022)

Driven Brand’s CEO: “The ability to pass on small percentage increases has been proven for
nondiscretionary needs-based services.” Jonathan Fitzpatrick -- President and Chief Executive
Officer: “We continually evaluate our prices at our company stores to both protect our margins
while still providing value to our customers. We have done this strategically over the past 18
months in our company Take 5 locations. And we have not seen any material negative impact to
traffic or customer satisfaction. We will continue to manage price prudently to protect margins
and ensure customers continue visiting our locations. Our franchisees, who manage their own
pricing, are extremely adept at understanding how, when and where to take price. This is the
ownership mentality at work. Our average check is $842 across the Driven portfolio, as low as
$10 for car wash and as high as $3,500 for collision. The ability to pass on small percentage
increases has been proven for nondiscretionary needs-based services.” (Driven Brands Holdings
Q1 2022 Earnings Call, 4/27/2022)

Driven Brand’s CFO noted “average ticket benefited from pricing actions as a result of
inflation as well as the increase in complexity of vehicles.” Tiffany Mason -- Executive Vice
President and Chief Financial Officer: “Same-store sales growth was 16% for the quarter. We
posted double-digit comps each month of the quarter despite the surge of the Omicron variant in
January and rising gas prices in March. And we once again outpaced the industry across all
business segments. Our same-store sales grew through a combination of car count and average
ticket increases. We continued to experience positive car count as a result of our best-in-class
marketing and customer experience. And average ticket benefited from pricing actions as a
result of inflation as well as the increase in complexity of vehicles. Now remember, we are
approximately 80% franchised so not all segments contribute to revenue proportionately.” (Driven
Brands Holdings Q1 2022 Earnings Call, 4/27/2022)

Driven Brand’s CFO: “we have passed along a series of retail price increases while
maintaining our premium oil mix, driving an increase in average ticket.” Tiffany Mason --
Executive Vice President and Chief Financial Officer: “Maintenance continues to benefit from
more targeted digital marketing, and we have passed along a series of retail price increases
while maintaining our premium oil mix, driving an increase in average ticket. In the first quarter,
we also had a 30% attachment rate of ancillary products such as wiper blades, cabin air filters
and cooling exchange, also contributing to a higher average ticket. The car wash segment posted
positive same-store sales of 7%. The number of wash club members grew by an additional
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100,000 in the first quarter, equating to approximately 50% of sales.” (Driven Brands Holdings Q1
2022 Earnings Call, 4/27/2022)

Driven Brand’s CFO: “The positive ticket is driven by two things. It's driven by inflation and
our ability to pass along price to the consumer... our higher average ticket and our
needs-based services, that affords us the ability to pass along any inflation we're seeing.”
Tiffany Mason -- Executive Vice President and Chief Financial Officer: “So we saw positive car
count, as I said in my scripted remarks. Positive car count as well as positive ticket overall for the
business. Certainly, our -- just given the current environment, our performance is skewed more
toward tickets today than it is to car count, but we are seeing good momentum in both. The
positive ticket is driven by two things. It's driven by inflation and our ability to pass along price to
the consumer. I think Jonathan and I both today spoke about the fact that with the -- our higher
average ticket and our needs-based services, that affords us the ability to pass along any inflation
we're seeing, and we're doing that as we need to manage our costs as well as continue to drive --
balancing that to continue to drive traffic. So we are also thus seeing the increased complexity of
vehicles also to continue to drive ticket up. And I gave a statistic in my comments today about
30% attachment rates, specifically in our maintenance business, which is driving ticket as well. So
all of those factors are driving our performance. If you just zero in on ticket for a minute, though, I
would say it's -- if you're thinking about mix versus price, it is in Q1 more driven by price than mix.
Relative to the comps across the year, I think I said when we gave guidance last quarter, we
expect the first half to be stronger than the second half just because compares are easier in the
first half than the second. That's still true today.” (Driven Brands Holdings Q1 2022 Earnings Call,
4/27/2022)

EOG RESOURCES

EOG’s President: “So our exploration program isn't focused on adding more…Sustaining and
growing the regular dividend remains our highest priority and reflects our confidence in the
long-term performance of the company.” “Ezra Yacob -- President: So our exploration program
isn't focused on adding more. We are looking for better inventory. New players, like Dorado, and
the potential we see in our current exploration pipeline gives us confidence we will continue to
grow and improve our double premium inventory in the future as we have done in the past. While
we have earmarked and committed to return a minimum of 60% of annual free cash flow, our
long-standing framework and priorities for total free cash flow are unchanged. A sustainable
growing regular dividend, a pristine balance sheet, additional cash returned to shareholders
through special dividends and opportunistic stock buybacks and low-cost property bolt-ons.
Sustaining and growing the regular dividend remains our highest priority and reflects our
confidence in the long-term performance of the company. “ (EOG Resources Q1 2022 Earnings
Call, 5/6/2022)

EOG’s President: “We could increase activity today into these high prices, but in the
inflationary environment, that's going to erode our capital efficiency.” “Ezra Yacob -- President:
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There's -- as we've said in the past, there's no reason to invest in growth if you're not generating
high returns and you're not doing it with an ability to improve the underlying business year after
year. And what that means is not chasing free cash flow just because the high prices if you're
investing in something that's eroding the business long term. You can take today, for example. We
could increase activity today into these high prices, but in the inflationary environment, that's
going to erode our capital efficiency. And then the second piece that we've talked about as far as
reinvestment or growth is based on the macro environment and market fundamentals. Does the
market really need the barrels? What's supporting the global supply and demand fundamentals?
Ultimately, investing in premium and double premium, as you know, has made us somewhat price
agnostic basing those decisions on $40 oil and $2.50 natural gas. And so it's really -- the capital
discipline comes down to what can we do and are we investing at a pace where each of our
assets can get better year after year and ultimately, improve the overall returns and company
profile.” (EOG Resources Q1 2022 Earnings Call, 5/6/2022)

EXXON MOBIL

Exxon Mobil’s CEO said “refinery rationalization” during the pandemic was leading to huge
margins in refining oil. “Darren Woods -- Chairman of the Board and Chief Executive Officer:
Sure. And good morning, Neil. Yeah, I may -- if I can start. And I feel like we're going to be a little
bit of a broken record with respect to the anchoring a lot of what we're seeing in the market
today across our sectors with the pandemic. And you'll recall, as we were going through that very
deep down cycle where demand for fuels products dropped significantly, there was a lot of
refinery rationalization. In fact, refineries were shutting down at a much, much higher rate than
historical averages, four times, if not higher. And so you had a lot of capacity coming out of the
marketplace. There were new facilities that were planned or in progress primarily in the Middle
East and out in Asia. Those got deferred and delayed because of the crunch. And so you've got, I
think, this period of time where you've taken a lot of capacity out and new capacity that was
planned or in progress has been deferred and delayed. And so we've got a period with lower
supply. And then, of course, as demand has picked up, that has led to this very tight market and
the higher margins that we're seeing.” (ExxonMobile Q1 2022 Earnings Call Transcript, 4/29/2022)

VALERO

Valero Energy’s CEO noted that “high natural gas prices in Europe” were providing “structural
margin advantage” for their refineries in the US.“Joe Gorder -- Chairman and Chief Executive
Officer: Thanks, Homer, and good morning, everyone. I'm pleased to report that today, we
delivered solid financial results for the first quarter, led by a continued recovery in our refining
segment. Refining margins were supported by strong product demand, coupled with very low
product inventories globally. Refinery capacity rationalizations that have taken place in the last
couple of years continue to contribute to the supply tightness. In addition, high natural gas prices
in Europe are supporting product cracks to compensate for the higher operating costs. This, in
turn, provides a structural margin advantage for U.S. refineries particularly those located in the
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Gulf Coast, where natural gas costs are significantly lower than in Europe. Turning to our low
carbon segments.” (Valero Energy Q1 2022, 4/26/2022)

Valero’s CEO cited low supply, high demand, and the “natural gas price disparity between the
US and Europe” as reasons “we’re encouraged by the refining outlook.Joe Gorder -- Chairman
and Chief Executive Officer: On the financial side, we remain committed to our capital allocation
framework, which prioritizes a strong balance sheet and an investment-grade credit rating. We
further reduced our long-term debt by $750 million in February through debt reduction and
refinancing transactions, bringing our total long-term debt reduction to $2 billion in six months.
And we continue to honor our commitment to stockholder returns with an annual target payout
ratio of 40% to 50%. We restarted stock buybacks in the first quarter which, combined with our
dividend, returned $545 million to our stockholders. Looking ahead, the fundamentals that drove
strong results in the first quarter, particularly in March, continue to provide a positive backdrop for
the refining segment. We expect product demand to remain healthy with light products demand
near pre-pandemic levels and the pent-up desire to travel and take vacations should drive
incremental demand for transportation fuels as we head into the summer. Global product
inventories remain low, particularly for diesel and there's less refining capacity available to
replenish inventories. In addition, natural gas price disparity between the U.S. and Europe should
provide a structural margin advantage for U.S. refiners especially for assets located in the Gulf
Coast. In closing, we're encouraged by the refining outlook, which, coupled with our growth
strategy and low carbon fuels, should further strengthen our long-term competitive advantage
and drive long-term stockholder returns.” (Valero Energy Q1 2022, 4/26/2022)
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RETAIL

AT&T

AT&T announced price hikes on wireless customers, the first in three years

In Early May 2022, AT&T announced its first price increases on wireless customers in three
years. “AT&T’s increases are the first for such plans in three years. The Dallas-based carrier is
raising monthly fees on those older packages by up to $6 a month for single-line customers and
up to $12 a month for families, a spokesman confirmed Tuesday. Staffers in multiple stores were
informed of the changes this week and are offering new plans or telling customers to call the
company’s consumer service line for help on choosing new offers. Shares of AT&T rose as much
as 2.9% to $19.68 on the news. Verizon Communications Inc. added 2.1% and T-Mobile narrowed
its loss for the day. Subscribers will have the option to avoid the price hike by switching to new
unlimited plans, the carrier said.” (Bloomberg, 5/3/2022)

In earnings calls, AT&T’s CEO was critical of rising wages and called for a “policy”
solution, while also admitting it was not “the end of the world”

AT&T’s CEO criticized wage inflation, saying “from a policy perspective, it needs to be
addressed.” ”John Stankey -- Chief Executive Officer: Sure, Brett. So look, there is no question
there's wage inflation in the environment. And frankly, it's 7% inflation. There is no question
there's pressures across a broad segment of goods and services and we're not insulated from
that. I don't think anybody in the industry is insulated from that, and it's not a good position for the
overall economy to be in. And I think from a policy perspective, it needs to be addressed. We
were pretty deliberate when we did planning for '22, acknowledging that we expected we'd see
some wage inflation. And we compared to previous years as we built the plan, we assumed
upticks in wages as a result of that.” (AT&T Q1 2022 Earnings Call Transcript, 4/21/2022)

AT&T’s CEO: “I'm not happy about the fact that wages are rising as fast as they are. We're
having to deal with it.” “John Stankey -- Chief Executive Officer: We're in the middle of -- as you
know, we have labor contracts. Labor contracts are extended and ultimately program out wage
increases. And we have the luxury in some cases, given the way the current wage market or job
market is set up, that people stick around and work here because we have great benefits for
middle-class folks and they often go beyond the wage that somebody gets paid. And as a result
of that, we've been managing through the dynamics of the wage -- the labor market pretty well. I
will tell you, we're in the middle of some negotiations right now. Those negotiations are likely to
land in a place that I think is consistent with how we built the plan this year, which was a
stepped-up wage level from previous historic levels. I'm not happy about the fact that wages are
rising as fast as they are. We're having to deal with it. It is going to drive a bit of an uptick in what I
would call per individual wages. The good news is we're doing a lot of investment in other forms
of mechanization and automation in our business. And some of that investment is helping us
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keep a lid on some of the wage-related inflation costs.” (AT&T Q1 2022 Earnings Call Transcript,
4/21/2022)

AT&T’s CEO: “So well, obviously, we'd like to pay less in wages. It's not the end of the world
when we're seeing a little bit of an uptick.” “John Stankey -- Chief Executive Officer: I would also
point out that as you look at other parts of our business where people deploy long-lived
infrastructure like fiber networks, wages are a portion of that deployment cost, not all of that
deployment costs, and they are capitalized and they are taken over the life of a product that stays
in service for many, many, many years. So well, obviously, we'd like to pay less in wages. It's not
the end of the world when we're seeing a little bit of an uptick. It's a small portion of the cost of
deployment and we can ultimately recover that over the long life cycle of the product, especially
if prices ultimately go up in the market.” (AT&T Q1 2022 Earnings Call Transcript, 4/21/2022)

AT&T suggested that inflation would force them to raise prices and fees

AT&T’s CEO: “. It's my belief if we do not see some moderation in this fairly quickly that I think
every business in the United States is going to be dealing with the cost of inputs. And I don't
see the wireless industry being immune from that.”“John Stankey -- Chief Executive Officer:
Now to your question of pricing, I'm not going to give away or announce anything here that -- it's
not appropriate to do that. But I'll go back to the comments I made a couple of weeks ago, which
is broadly across the board in the economy right now, we are seeing inflationary pressures and
the consumer is seeing that every place they go. It's my belief if we do not see some moderation
in this fairly quickly that I think every business in the United States is going to be dealing with the
cost of inputs. And I don't see the wireless industry being immune from that nor any other
industry being immune from that.” (AT&T Q1 2022 Earnings Call Transcript, 4/21/2022)

AT&T’s CEO: “if we're forced into a situation where we have to start maybe taking some price
that we can do that and move it through? Our history would suggest that we know how to do
that, and we can do that.” “John Stankey -- Chief Executive Officer: And as I shared earlier,
there's a lot of different ways you can deal with price adjustments. There's a lot of different tactics
and approaches you can use. But when we're looking at the customer base as satisfied as we
are, when we look at a customer base with some of the value we've been putting back into the
product and service over time, when we look at our current churn levels do we believe we're in a
position if we're forced into a situation where we have to start maybe taking some price that we
can do that and move it through? Our history would suggest that we know how to do that, and we
can do that. And we'll be very smart and judicious as we have to apply it.” (AT&T Q1 2022
Earnings Call Transcript, 4/21/2022)

AT&T’s CEO: “running this business and not sitting here and evaluating where we have
options to move on pricing and be successful, I wouldn't be doing my job properly” “John
Stankey -- Chief Executive Officer: But running this business and not sitting here and evaluating
where we have options to move on pricing and be successful, I wouldn't be doing my job
properly. And I want to maybe go back to a comment I made in my opening remarks. If you look
at what we've done in our fiber product this last quarter, we went to a simplified price structure. I
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want everybody to understand what this means.” (AT&T Q1 2022 Earnings Call Transcript,
4/21/2022)

AT&T’s CEO suggested they got rid of promotional pricing because “it is a pain point for
customers. They hate it. They hate the 12-month mark.” “John Stankey -- Chief Executive
Officer: We're giving the customer a better experience. We're getting rid of promotional pricing, it
is a pain point for customers. They hate it. They hate the 12-month mark. And when they're using
another service, that 12-month mark means their price is going up $15 or $20, and that's just a
really bad thing for a customer. And so now we put out a very simple, straightforward constant
price, where the customer isn't going to see that step up for 12 months. They know what the
equipment pricing is on the front end. They're getting the square deal. They're getting a great
product. And they're happiest clams and it shows in the data.” (AT&T Q1 2022 Earnings Call
Transcript, 4/21/2022)

KIMBERLY CLARK

Kimberly Clark's CEO called their products “essential” and said, “if you look at our results in
the quarter, price realization is -- our execution is very effective right now, and the volume is
trending better.” Mike Hsu -- Chairman and Chief Executive Officer: “No. Well, Kevin, overall --
thanks for the question. Look, two big changes since our January update. I mean, one was,
obviously, if you look at our results in the quarter, price realization is -- our execution is very
effective right now, and the volume is trending better, I think, than we initially thought. So that's
one part. But certainly, as you saw in our release, inflation is significantly worse. And so I would
say those two big changes largely offset. I do think our strong top line, Kevin, reflects the
essential nature of our categories and the strength of our brands.” (Kimberly Clark Q1 2022
Earnings Call, 4/22/2022)

Kimberly Clark CEO: “we recognize at the price levels we're putting into the market, they will
create stress on the consumer…I'd say the pricing environment has been largely constructive
and I think we're on track with what we thought the pricing would do.” Mike Hsu -- Chairman
and Chief Executive Officer: “I mean we have been working over the last several years to really
improve our brand fundamentals with strong innovation, great commercial execution. And as I
mentioned in my remarks, we're really proud of our local agility. So I would say, overall, we're
cautiously optimistic. Certainly, we recognize at the price levels we're putting into the market,
they will create stress on the consumer. And so our approach is we're going to be very thoughtful
about balancing growth, margin, and share. And we'll be very responsive and agile to the needs
in the marketplace. But right now, I'd say the pricing environment has been largely constructive
and I think we're on track with what we thought the pricing would do.” (Kimberly Clark Q1 2022
Earnings Call, 4/22/2022)

Kimberly Clark CEO: “I would expect our teams to offset input cost inflation with pricing over
time.” Mike Hsu -- Chairman and Chief Executive Officer: “Yeah. Well, just as a principle, I would
say, generally, I would expect our teams to offset input cost inflation with pricing over time. It may
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not occur within the year, but over time. And so that's our general principle. Obviously, we'll also
deploy cost savings and productivity against that problem as well. But again, that's kind of our
overall principle. We have taken further action. We announced a suite of actions at the beginning
of the year. And then we've taken further actions since we talked last January. And again, I think
our teams have been very responsive to what's happening in the marketplace.” (Kimberly Clark
Q1 2022 Earnings Call, 4/22/2022)

Kimberly Clark CEO: “I would say we've implemented multiple rounds of pricing.” Mike Hsu --
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer: “OK. Yeah. Chris, maybe I'll start, and then maybe Maria
will provide some additional color, too. But overall, I'll just give you a sense of our pricing
execution overall is on track. Volumes have been solid. I would say trending a little bit better than
we initially thought. But as I mentioned earlier, we're going to be very alert in monitoring our price
gaps carefully. I would say we've implemented multiple rounds of pricing.” (Kimberly Clark Q1
2022 Earnings Call, 4/22/2022)

Kimberly Clark’s CEO said the company was “prioritizing margin recovery.” Mike Hsu --
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer: “Yeah, Jason, maybe I'll start here. Overall, I think we're
very pleased with our D&E growth overall. Personal care growth continues to be very strong
behind what I mentioned earlier under Lauren's question, strong innovation, strong local
execution. Organic was up 11% in the quarter. High single digit on price, low single digit on mix.
And then yes, as you mentioned, a 1% volume decline overall. I'd say it's kind of mixed across
markets -- and maybe the one area that I'd point out is in Latin America. For us, a little softer on
volume and a little softer on share. The big driver of that is, Jason, as you're aware with our
previous discussions, we're prioritizing margin recovery, but we want to be balanced and holistic
about it. And so we're trying to balance margin recovery, organic growth and share. And I would
say we're probably faster on pricing in a number of our key markets, including Latin America. And
so that's probably had an impact on both volume and share.” (Kimberly Clark Q1 2022 Earnings
Call, 4/22/2022)

Kimberly Clark CEO: “Obviously, a key component of that margin recovery plan is price, which
we've executed very, very well, and we're encouraged with our start.” Mike Hsu -- Chairman
and Chief Executive Officer: “Yeah. Overall, Jason, I will say we're encouraged by the professional
demand improving. Organic was up 6% in the quarter. And to your point, not back to where it
was, but mid-single-digit growth in North American and high single digit in the rest of the world.
Washroom demands recovering was up 30% in the quarter and now back to 90% of our
pre-pandemic levels. I think we do know enough. And I agree with you that I don't think it's going
to go back to where it was. I think our team is making the right plans to size the business
appropriately and recognize this is the reality of where we are. And so we need to go from there.
And so they've got a margin recovery plan and a cost plan and are diligently working on that.
Obviously, a key component of that margin recovery plan is price, which we've executed very,
very well, and we're encouraged with our start. I will point out, we do expect better volume
performance.” (Kimberly Clark Q1 2022 Earnings Call, 4/22/2022)

Kimberly Clark CEO: “I think we've taken price and recognize that our price realization has to
increase. We've done that in a number of ways, either through pack counts, list price, and also
promotion reductions.” Mike Hsu -- Chairman and Chief Executive Officer: “Yeah. Andrea, maybe
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I'll just piggyback on what Maria was saying, is that we remain committed to delivering balanced
and sustainable growth. And so our priorities are to accelerate growth and also recover the
margins. But right now, I would tell you, our brands are strong, our categories are healthy, and
we're going to continue to invest to build our categories, our brands, and our markets. So as I
mentioned earlier, we're taking a very holistic approach to balance -- to mitigate the inflationary
pressure. We're going to balance price, volume, and share. I think we -- to your second part of
your question, I think we've taken price and recognize that our price realization has to increase.
We've done that in a number of ways, either through pack counts, list price, and also promotion
reductions.” (Kimberly Clark Q1 2022 Earnings Call, 4/22/2022)

Kimberly Clark’s CEO told analysts the company had “suppressed” promotions in North
America. Mike Hsu -- Chairman and Chief Executive Officer: “I would -- I don't know that I would
say it's uniform across markets. We're relying on our markets to be agile and to respond to what
the local situation requires. But in general, as you can observe overall, the overall pricing has
gone up. In some markets, our promotions have come down and in some markets -- and that's
been a way to deliver price. And in some markets, it's gone a little bit up. North America, I would
say, has gone up slightly because we were suppressed on the promotion front for a couple of
years. I'd say our promotional depth is still lower than it was three years ago overall. But again,
that's -- it's just an artifact of kind of what are you comparing against.” (Kimberly Clark Q1 2022
Earnings Call, 4/22/2022)

Kimberly Clark CEO: “I think part of that is we definitely expect strong progress on price
realization and you're seeing it. I'm confident we'll be able to restore our margins and
eventually expand them.” Mike Hsu -- Chairman and Chief Executive Officer: “Yeah. And let me
piggyback on that, Peter, because I think part of that is we definitely expect strong progress on
price realization and you're seeing it. I'm confident we'll be able to restore our margins and
eventually expand them, OK? I think the big factor that Maria says, we can't predict exactly when
it is because the core assumption is what happens with inflation. And so the reality is I expect
reversion in commodities.” (Kimberly Clark Q1 2022 Earnings Call, 4/22/2022)

NESTLE

Nestle’s CEO credited sales growth in Q1 to “increased pricing.” Mark Schnieder, CEO: “Thank
you, Luca. And a warm welcome to our conference call participants today. As always, we
appreciate your interest in our company. We are pleased to report another strong start to the
year. We reached 7.6% organic sales growth in Q1 with increased pricing and resilient real internal
growth. Building on the strong starts in 2020 and 2021, this brings our three year compound
annual organic sales growth rate to 6.5% for Q1. It is literally the story of growth on growth. In a
year that saw a significant and increasing input cost inflation, we stepped up pricing in a
responsible manner. At the same time, we launched meaningful innovations and saw strong
growth in our affordable offerings, which ensures that consumers retain access to our products.”
(Nestle SA Q1 2022 Earnings Call, 4/21/2022)

Nestle’s CEO: “Organic growth in developed markets was 6.7% based on increased pricing
and resilient RIG.” Mark Schnieder, CEO: “Turning to the distribution of growth between
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developed and emerging markets. Organic growth in developed markets was 6.7% based on
increased pricing and resilient RIG. Growth in emerging markets reached 8.8% with balanced
contribution from RIG and pricing. Growth was supported by strong momentum for affordable
offerings, particularly in AOA. Let's now consider the breakdown of sales by channel. Organic
growth for retail sales remained strong at 5.9% with a high base of comparison in 2021. Growth
remained well above pre-COVID levels.” (Nestle SA Q1 2022 Earnings Call, 4/21/2022)

Nestle’s CEO told analysts that prices increased over 5% the past quarter and the company
expected “further price increases over the course of the year,” blaming the war in Ukraine for
new cost inflation. Mark Schnieder, CEO: “Within retail, e-commerce sales grew by 5%, building
on a very strong growth of 39.6% in the first quarter of 2021. Organic growth in out-of-home
channels reached 35.6% with sales now exceeding 2019 levels. Pricing stepped up to 5.2% in Q1.
We expect further price increases over the course of the year to reflect significant cost inflation.
Increases will continue to be implemented in a progressive and responsible manner. The impact
from cost inflation is expected to be significantly higher in 2022 versus 2021 compared to when
we talked to you in February, we now expect an even greater inflationary impact as a result of the
war in Ukraine. So far, we have not seen any material evidence of negative RIG elasticity linked to
price increases.” (Nestle SA Q1 2022 Earnings Call, 4/21/2022)

Nestle executive: “we're defending our margins here. We're not expanding our margins, and
we're doing the pricing as responsibly as possible.” “And then obviously, as we discussed in the
full year conference call, different markets, different environments have different timetables for
when you can review pricing. I think by now, everyone has understood that there is such a
significant surge underway starting from last year that clearly, price stability is simply not in the
cards. I mean, we're literally, as you know, when you compare full year margins, we're defending
our margins here. We're not expanding our margins, and we're doing the pricing as responsibly
as possible. But clearly, the situation has become worse. And that's what we were trying to signal
because we had expressed a larger degree of conservatism when it comes to the UTOP margin
as part of the full year guidance. So again, all we were trying to do is sort of give you the latest
impression on that.” (Nestle SA Q1 2022 Earnings Call, 4/21/2022)

Nestle said it wasn’t seeing any consumer reaction “as we raise prices to levels that we have
not seen for at least 15 years.” “On the consumer behavior, as we indicated, we have not seen
any evidence of down trading today. The evidence of it is the fact that we see, for example, our
premium products growing faster than the average of Nestle. And we have not seen any
evidence either of negative elasticity on volume. We may -- we do expect that there will be some
probably as we progress further in the year and as we raise prices. This is -- I'm not saying that it
came as a surprise. But I mean, as we raise prices to levels that we have not seen for at least 15
years, we could have expected probably more. There might be one reason to be seen, but is the
fact that probably during the COVID crisis, probably a lot of consumers did increase their savings
level and continue to consume at a relatively high level. I mean we see that across FMCG. By the
way, if you did listen, I'm sure to many of our peers as well, and you can see that the level of
consumption is relatively solid across segments and industries as well. (Nestle SA Q1 2022
Earnings Call, 4/21/2022)
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Nestle said they were taking pricing “with the best of our interest of shareholders in mind”
and that there was a “generally good understanding in the public that obviously something
has to give.” “And look, on the pricing, obviously, we're trying to be transparent and helpful, but
we don't want to handicap how next pricing moves are going to work out. And obviously, we're
trying to do this with the best interest of shareholders in mind. And so sorry that we can't be more
transparent on that. Suffice it to say, people do see significant commodities and energy, as I
mentioned before, going up. And so I think there's generally good understanding in the public
that obviously something has to give, and we can't keep things constant in light of the significant
cost pressures that are affecting everyone, and there's no exceptions.” (Nestle SA Q1 2022
Earnings Call, 4/21/2022)

Nestle said it was taking “higher pricing in the U.S. market than comparatively in Europe or
elsewhere.” “Tom, let me take a crack at the pricing side and then hand over to Francois. Look, I
can't go into too much detail on the categories. But I think the picture you've seen and that is
higher pricing in the U.S. market than comparatively in Europe or elsewhere. I think that's not
unusual. And I think it's very consistent with some of the peers reporting I've seen. And I think a
lot has to do with the fact that in addition to commodities, you've also seen significant labor cost
inflation, plus the distribution cost inflation. There's a real distribution shortage there and crisis,
and that has an impact on trucking costs. And of course, it's something that we need to reflect.
And so I think we are just, as I said, we're trying to be as responsible in pricing.” (Nestle SA Q1
2022 Earnings Call, 4/21/2022)

A Nestle executive said “in the U.S. as well, it's usually easier to implement pricing because
we have less constraints than in Europe, timing-wise.” “In a certain kind of market, and it has
happened in the U.S. , and that explains part as well as the high level of pricing that we had.
Given that we were facing supply chain constraints, we did less promotional activities. As you can
understand, if we were very tight to supply the market, there were not necessary points to
maintain heavy promotional activities for some of our categories or some of our SKUs and
products. So this is the reason why you -- part of the reason why you see a lot of pricing in the
U.S. As you know, in the U.S. as well, it's usually easier to implement pricing because we have
less constraints than in Europe, timing-wise. So which means that we can usually react faster than
in some other markets and more specifically in Europe.” (Nestle SA Q1 2022 Earnings Call,
4/21/2022)

Nestle said it was suspending sales of a wide range of brands in Russia and would donate
profits from Russia to Ukrainian relief. “Nestle is to halt the sale of a wide range of brands in
Russia, including KitKat chocolate bars and Nesquik, amid Ukrainian President Volodymyr
Zelensky’s criticism of the world's biggest food company for its continued presence in the
country. The products affected, also including pet food and coffee, make up the "vast majority of
volume and sales" in Russia, which totaled 1.7 billion Swiss francs ($1.82 billion) in 2021, a Nestle
spokesperson said. The Swiss company had already halted non-essential imports and exports to
Russia and had also stopped all advertising and capital investment in the country and said it
would donate profits from Russia to Ukrainian relief efforts.” (Reuters, 3/23/2022)
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Nestle defended its ongoing business in Russia: “It's very hard, as you can imagine, for a food
company to tell them to stop supplying food, just like it's hard for a pharma company to stop
making medicines or for a hospital to stop accepting patients.” “When it comes to Russia
overall, I hope that no one has questioned our motives for the path that we have chosen
regarding our presence there. This is not about gaining commercial advantage. For us, it is about
universal human rights that we don't want to let go lightly. And if that didn't come across clearly
enough, I would want to offer my regrets. It's very hard, as you can imagine, for a food company
to tell them to stop supplying food, just like it's hard for a pharma company to stop making
medicines or for a hospital to stop accepting patients. And for us, a presence on the ground is
never just a business opportunity. It also comes with what I call extensive rainy day
responsibilities for the communities we serve. We demonstrated that around the world when it
comes to the COVID pandemic. And I think we're demonstrating it today, in particular, on the
ground in the Ukraine, where we're one of the few food companies still operating and supplying
the population. When it comes to Russia, consistent with this very limited approach and the trade
restrictions and everything else that applies, I think we've chosen the most conservative option
for computing our Q1 growth, and that is excluding it. And I think that's very consistent with the
announcements that we made on March 23 regarding our plans for Russia.” (Nestle SA Q1 2022
Earnings Call, 4/21/2022)

Nestle said that sales growth in Russia was actually above average thanks to price increases
and “pantry loading in the context of the crisis locally.” “So if we had kept Russia into our
organic growth, our organic growth at group level would have been higher, which means that
Russia grew at a higher level than the average of the group. This is essentially linked to the fact
that we did quite a lot of pricing in Q1 as a consequence of the significant depreciation of the
ruble because it went down by almost 50% at a given time. In addition to that, we have seen that
there was a lot of pantry loading in the context of the crisis locally. So when you add up the
pricing and pantry loading, this is the reason why we had this benefit in terms of sales in Russia in
Q1.” (Nestle SA Q1 2022 Earnings Call, 4/21/2022)

NIKE

Nike raised prices in 2021 and continued to benefit from those hikes. In September 2021,
Nike told investors it was taking advantage of the strong market by raising prices

Nike CFO: “We delivered strong growth in average selling price this quarter with continued
improvement in full price realization. “Matthew Friend -- Executive Vice President and Chief
Financial Officer: And coming back to marketplace health for a moment, we delivered strong
growth in average selling price this quarter with continued improvement in full price realization.
This performance reflects our intentional efforts to manage the health of our product franchises
as demand surges to move available inventory to serve demand in the right channels and to
drive a more premium experience for consumers. This quarter, we exceeded our 65% full price
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sales realization goal, which reflects the expectations that we put forward at our last Investor
Day.” (Nike Q1 2022 Earnings Call, 9/23/2021)

Nike CFO: “We still expect gross margin to expand 125 basis points versus the prior
year...reflecting stronger than expected full price realization, the ongoing shift to our more
profitable NIKE Direct business and price increases in the second half.” “Matthew Friend --
Executive Vice President and Chief Financial Officer: Turning to the rest of the P&L. We still
expect gross margin to expand 125 basis points versus the prior year, at the low end of our prior
guidance, reflecting stronger than expected full price realization, the ongoing shift to our more
profitable NIKE Direct business and price increases in the second half. This more than offsets
roughly 100 basis points of additional transportation, logistics and airfreight costs to move
inventory in this dynamic environment. We also expect a lower foreign exchange benefit now
estimated to be a tailwind of roughly 60 basis points. And for the second quarter, we expect
gross margin to expand at a rate lower than the full year due to higher planned airfreight
investment for the holiday season.” (Nike Q1 2022 Earnings Call, 9/23/2021)

Nike CFO: “when you've got a strong brand and you've got a healthy pull market, what we're
seeing is strong full price margins offsetting some of these transient costs that we're going to
experience as we move product around the world.”“Matthew Friend -- Executive Vice President
and Chief Financial Officer : As we look longer term, we're absolutely continuing to look toward
that high 40% gross margin outlook that we provided last quarter. And in the short term, we're
going to navigate through these transitory impacts. But when you're -- when you've got a strong
brand and you've got a healthy pull market, what we're seeing is strong full price margins
offsetting some of these transient costs that we're going to experience as we move product
around the world.” (Nike Q1 2022 Earnings Call, 9/23/2021)

Nike CFO: “we've taken some pricing pricing actions in the second half... the price increases
that we've implemented in the second half are in the low single digit range.” “Matthew Friend
-- Executive Vice President and Chief Financial Officer : Yes, so on the pricing question. We -- I
mentioned in my prepared remarks that we've taken some pricing pricing actions in the second
half. And what I would say, Simeon, is that we evaluate price value of our products on a season
by season basis and we consider a number of different factors that we incorporate to make a
decision about what to do, but what I will tell you is that we take a long -- we have a
long-standing relationship with our consumer and so we take a long-term view to these types of
decisions. And so the price increases that we've implemented in the second half are in the low
single digit range. And we feel it's appropriate given the marketplace we're operating in and
there's other factors that I referenced, considering we've got rising input costs and other factors
that are impacting our business.” (Nike Q1 2022 Earnings Call, 9/23/2021)

PROLOGIS

Prologis CFO’s said rent increases and super high occupancy rates were driving record
growth for the company. Tim Arndt -- Chief Financial Officer: “Thanks, Tracy. Good morning,
everybody, and thank you for joining our call. The strong performance we realized through 2021
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has continued into the new year. Today, as the production and distribution of goods continue to
be disrupted, our customers find themselves struggling to simply keep up rather than focus on
optimizing for resilience. This morning, we released our first quarterly results which exceeded our
expectations across the board. Core FFO was $1.09 per share ahead of our forecast, rent change
on rollover with 37% on a net effective basis and was led by the U.S. at 42%. Notably, our
Southern California and New York, New Jersey portfolios realized 86% and 67% rent change
during the quarter, respectively. We ended the quarter at 97.4% occupancy, holding average
occupancy flat to the fourth quarter of '21, counter to the typical first quarter decline. These
operating results drove cash same-store NOI growth to a record 8.7%. As we've been
highlighting, the positive news and market rent is adding to our lease mark-to-market now at
47%.” (Prologis Q1 2022 Earnings Call, 4/19/2022)

Prologis’s CFO predicted a “strong environment for continued new rent growth,” with market
rates increasing faster than the rest of the world. Tim Arndt -- Chief Financial Officer: “This
leads us to vacancy where we forecast rates to remain at record lows in our U.S. and global
markets, upholding the strong environment for continued new rent growth. During the quarter,
market rents in the U.S. grew by eight and a half percent and six and a half percent globally.
Given this pace in our outlook on demand, we're revising our annual rent growth forecast to 22%
in the U.S. and 20% globally, in line with 2021. This rent growth was the main driver of value
increases during the quarter, which measured nine and a half percent globally. The uplift in
Europe was a record 6.3% with strong appreciation across all markets. While the U.S. increased
10.3% during the quarter following the significant 42% increase in 2021.” (Prologis Q1 2022
Earnings Call, 4/19/2022)

Prologis’ CEO said there were continuing factors supporting “tremendous growth in industrial
rents.” Hamid Moghadam -- Chairman and Chief Executive Officer: “Yeah. So let me take a stab at
that. Yes, there is a limit to how far industrial rents will grow. There's a limit as to how far the
prices of anything can grow. But if you look at the factors that are contributing to this tremendous
growth in industrial rents. There are many, including supply and demand to start with, which
you're dealing with a market that's three and a half percent vacant. And as you heard in the
prepared remarks, we are running at a fraction of the normal month of supply that's out there. So
notwithstanding all this noise around supply, the relevant supply in the markets that we care
about are extremely tight.” (Prologis Q1 2022 Earnings Call, 4/19/2022)

Prologis’s CEO: “industrial rents do go up and -- but they've never grown at these levels, but
we've never had market conditions like we have now.” Hamid Moghadam -- Chairman and Chief
Executive Officer: “The latter, Chris will do shortly. But look, we're in -- as somebody asked earlier,
we are in unprecedented territory, I mean industrial rents historically. While some people actually
used to say industrial rents are never going to go up. But industrial rents do go up and -- but
they've never grown at these levels, but we've never had market conditions like we have now.
We've never had e-commerce at this level of importance. We've never had resilience becoming
such a big factor. We haven't had these bottlenecks in the supply chain that clog up the network.”
(Prologis Q1 2022 Earnings Call, 4/19/2022)
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Prologis CEO: “The war it's a very unfortunate situation generally, and I feel for our people in
Europe, and I feel actually for people around the world with these atrocities going on there.
But the reality of it is that the impact on our business is actually positive because of the
disruption that it causes, people just need to carry more safety stock” Hamid Moghadam --
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer: “Sure. Actually, I think those two things, volatility,
uncertainty and rents going up are really part of the same equation. When things are running
smoothly, people can optimize supply chains and minimize inventories. And that's what they've
done for many, many years. Whenever you have a disruption like we had Brexit or we had the
pandemic or we had earthquakes here and there. And now the war it's a very unfortunate
situation generally, and I feel for our people in Europe, and I feel actually for people around the
world with this atrocities going on there. But the reality of it is that the impact on our business is
actually positive because of the disruption that it causes, people just need to carry more safety
stock. Demand in Europe has been surprisingly strong.” (Prologis Q1 2022 Earnings Call,
4/19/2022)

Prologis CEO: “I don't feel good about what's going on in Europe, in the Ukraine, but I feel
good about our business there.” Hamid Moghadam -- Chairman and Chief Executive Officer: “I
shouldn't say surprisingly, it's been really strong. And interestingly, Europeans have been more
timid in terms of pushing rents than we are here in America. But finally, they're realizing that they
have more pricing power than they thought and taking the rents to a higher level. So I feel pretty
good about actually the rental picture. I don't feel good about what's going on in Europe, in the
Ukraine, but I feel good about our business there. In terms of the immediate impact of the war,
obviously, Poland is a country that we're pretty active in, that's right next door. And a lot of our
people are hosting families that have come into Poland, almost 3 million people. And I mean we
have employees that are housing dozens of these refugees.” (Prologis Q1 2022 Earnings Call,
4/19/2022)

Prologis CEO: “So there's a lot of emotional angst in Europe. It's all understandable, but the
business is pretty good.” “And so obviously, it affects how they feel about their life and concerns
they have about a lot of families from Ukraine. Actually, a lot of families from Russia, also that
work in Europe. And by the way, those people are just distressed, just because they were born in
Russia doesn't mean that they like what's going on with the war. So there's a lot of emotional
angst in Europe. It's all understandable, but the business is pretty good. And I don't see it getting
derailed unless this war goes to a whole another scale of things that I don't even want to imagine
and then everything is toast. And our business is the last thing we should worry about. (Prologis
Q1 2022 Earnings Call, 4/19/2022)
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VERIZON COMMUNICATIONS

Verizon announced new fees on customers after warning investors about a 40 year high
in inflation

In May 2022, Verizon announced new fees for wireless and business customers.“Many Verizon
customers are going to see a few extra dollars on their next phone bill. Starting in June, Verizon is
raising the administrative fee it charges postpaid customers by $1.35, bringing it up to $3.30 per
voice line. The fee increase only applies to voice lines — if you have a data-only line for a tablet,
for example, there’s no change….The company is also adding a new “Economic Adjustment
Charge” to some business accounts starting June 16th. That’s a $2.20 monthly charge per line for
each smartphone and data device and 98 cents for each basic phone and tablet on an account.”
(Verge, 5/16/2022)

Verizon’s CEO: “this is high in 40 years on inflation. So we are planning for all scenarios. We
have plans to be prepared for what it takes. So that will, of course, include different type of
cost adjustments, but also looking into what we can do with pricing.” “HANS VESTBERG, CEO:
Thanks, Phil. I'll start with the overall macro, and maybe Matt will fill in a little bit about the gross
adds, the other question you had. On the inflation, I mean as Matt said in the prepared remarks, I
mean we haven't seen so much impact so far of it. But of course, this is high in 40 years on
inflation. So we are planning for all scenarios. We have plans to be prepared for what it takes. So
that will, of course, include different type of cost adjustments, but also looking into what we can
do with pricing. But again, we don't know how this will impact us. But clearly, these levels of
inflation, we have never seen before in the wireless industry. So of course, that also -- the
measurements need to be thought through in a good way. And we are doing that, and we have
already plans ready for it. So we're going to see what's going to happen. But clearly, we are in a
moment in the economy where we really don't know how this is going to impact finally. But the
levels are, of course, very high when it comes to inflation. Matt?” (Verizon Communications Q1
2022 Earnings Call, 4/22/2022)

Verizon’s CFO: “we'll continue to look at the pricing proposition and maximize both the value
for customers, but also the opportunity for us as well.” “MATT ELLIS, CFO: Yes. So just a couple
of things to add on that. So Simon, as you think about the volumes we had in the first quarter,
remember, that's not a full quarter of C-Band. That came on in middle of January. And of course,
you have that time period where the sales teams are building up the sales motion of selling a
new product. So I certainly think that we can continue to see good numbers there as we go
through the rest of the year, and we're just getting started with what you saw, the 194,000 in the
first quarter. And from a pricing standpoint, as Hans said, it's -- you should think about it that, that
price point you mentioned is for a customer who's also taking wireless products from us as well.
On a stand-alone basis, it's higher priced. But we'll continue to look at the pricing proposition and
maximize both the value for customers, but also the opportunity for us as well.” (Verizon
Communications Q1 2022 Earnings Call, 4/22/2022)
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Verizon’s CEO did specify that labor costs had yet to become a significant impact on
their bottom line

Verizon’s CEO said that labor related costs “have not had a significant impact on our overall
results to date” but could drive more expenses later on. “HANS VESTBERG, CEO: Lastly, let's
move to guidance for the remainder of the year. I want to provide some additional detail around
our view of the macro environment in which we operate and give context around our guidance
for 2022. We saw inflationary pressures building towards the end of the first quarter and expect
those to continue given the current environment. The major areas of exposure for us are
energy-related costs for our network operations and transportation as well as labor-related costs,
including both our direct workforce and third parties. While these items have not had a significant
impact on our overall results to date, they represent a meaningful portion of our direct cost
structure and have the potential to drive additional expense pressures throughout the rest of the
year. We also believe that the inflation we have seen throughout the economy may alter both the
consumer and business landscape in which we compete. It is too early to predict how this
changed landscape may impact our near-term results or how long it will last, but we are confident
that the strategy we have put in place will allow us to achieve our long-term growth plans.”
(Verizon Communications Q1 2022 Earnings Call, 4/22/2022)

3M

3M’s CFO said the “team did an amazing job” when it came to pricing and “they're already
working on higher price.” Monish Patolawala -- Chief Financial Officer: “Sure, Scott. Listen, the
team did an amazing job. As I've talked about the tools that we've had, the daily management.
Last year, we started slow on pricing, 0.14%, went up to 1.4% in Q3 and 2.6% and in Q4. This
quarter, we continued the momentum, which was driven by two pieces, the carryover impact, plus
new pricing. As I said in my prepared remarks, we more than offset the amount of inflation. So, if
you just do the math on a rate basis, not just on a dollar basis. So, that's -- we got a 3% plus price
in the quarter. The team is very focused on looking at the extra inflation that's coming in, they're
already working on higher price. And as I said in my prepared remarks, the goal is to offset the
extra inflation that we are seeing with extra price and so a really good start to the first quarter.”
(3M Q1 2022 Earnings Call, 4/26/2022)

3M’s CFO: “the team has driven momentum on all items, which is price.” Monish Patolawala --
Chief Financial Officer: “Yes. So, I would tell you, I'll start, Andy, with -- if you go back to Mike
Vale's comments at investor day, he talked about one of his priorities is continuing to drive margin
expansion. And we saw that sequentially. We knew going into the year that the year-on-year
comp will be difficult, as you correctly pointed out with the amount of inflation. But the team has
driven momentum on all items, which is price, continue to see the restructuring benefits, we're
able to continue to drive productivity in the factories, at the same time, continue to invest in the
right amount of growth as based on the priority platforms that we have listed out, and you saw it
in the first quarter. Our mask respirator did come in better. When we had come in in the beginning
of the quarter, we had told you it would be down sequentially. $100 million to $150 million. It
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came in at $50 million down, so we know we came in stronger.” (3M Q1 2022 Earnings Call,
4/26/2022)

3M’s CFO: “We continue to drive price actions, realize savings from past restructuring and
maintain strong spending discipline.” Monish Patolawala -- Chief Financial Officer: “On this slide,
you can see the components that impacted our operating margins and earnings per share
performance as compared to Q1 last year. We continue to drive price actions, realize savings from
past restructuring and maintain strong spending discipline, which helped offset both known and
new headwinds. As I highlighted in my February Investor Day presentation, we made significant
progress driving actions in 2021 to address rising raw material and logistics costs. We are
leveraging the power of daily management, data and data analytics, along with the spirit of
embracing the direct actions to offset the inflationary pressures.” (3M Q1 2022 Earnings Call,
4/26/2022)

3M’s CFO: “we will continue to leverage daily management powered by data and data
analytics with the expectation of offsetting raw material and logistics inflation through pricing
actions in 2022.” Monish Patolawala -- Chief Financial Officer: “During last year, we developed
new sourcing and pricing tools and processes to improve agility, drive alignment and simplify our
processes. In addition, we are also enhancing our reporting and data analytics capabilities by
rolling out tools that model price realization, leakage and elasticity. These efforts continue to pay
off in Q1 as benefits from selling price actions offset raw material and logistics headwinds.
Looking ahead, while we see raw material and logistics inflation persisting, we will continue to
leverage daily management powered by data and data analytics with the expectation of
offsetting raw material and logistics inflation through pricing actions in 2022.” (3M Q1 2022
Earnings Call, 4/26/2022)

3M’s CFO: “Our actions continue to drive price to offset inflation,” allowing the company to
expand margins. Monish Patolawala -- Chief Financial Officer: “While year-on-year margins and
earnings declined, it is also important to look sequentially given the fluid and uncertain
environment. Our actions to continue to drive price to offset inflation, navigate supply chain
challenges and control costs enabled us to expand adjusted margins and earnings 140 basis
points and $0.20 per share, respectively. Please turn to Slide 10. First quarter adjusted free cash
flow was $715 million, with conversion of 47%, which was in line with our expectations.” (3M Q1
2022 Earnings Call, 4/26/2022)

3M’s CFO: “we continue to get more price to offset the inflation.” Monish Patolawala -- Chief
Financial Officer: “So I would say when you look at all of this from a macro perspective for the
year as a whole, it's – we still see ourselves in that range of 2% to 5%. And of course, we continue
to get more price to offset the inflation. So that's number one. I would say, secondly, we did bring
out the second quarter, because we wanted you all to know what we are seeing from a
headwinds perspective, I'm sure you're hearing it from all industries, and we are not telling you
anything new that you haven't heard from others.” (3M Q1 2022 Earnings Call, 4/26/2022)
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FINANCIAL SERVICES

VISA

Visa’s CFO: “So, to the extent that there's inflation driving up ticket size, clearly, it's beneficial
to us.” “Vasant Prabhu -- Vice Chair and Chief Financial Officer: Sure. In terms of inflation as it
relates to our revenues, as you know, our service fees, cross-border, etc., are denominated
primarily in basis points on ticket size. So, to the extent that there's inflation driving up ticket size,
clearly, it's beneficial to us. When it comes to transactions processing, our fees are generally tied
to number of transactions. Right now, of course, the size of the basket has gone up. Some of it is
because of inflation. Some of it is because it's just gone up through the pandemic. Some of it has
to do with the fact that some of the smaller transactions you've got in a normal world like people
going and buying themselves lunch at work or a cup of coffee, we're losing some of those
transit.” (Visa Q1 Earnings Call 2022, 1/28/2022)

Visa’s CFO: “So, net-net, I mean, we are a beneficiary of inflation.” “Vasant Prabhu -- Vice
Chair and Chief Financial Officer: And so, that causes ticket size on a mix basis to go up, which
will recover, and that will be good for our transactions business. And in general, when people are
ordering in through e-commerce, basket sizes have tended to go up. So, the basket size increase
we see now is partially inflation. Partially, it's some elements like the ones I just went through. So,
net-net, I mean, we are a beneficiary of inflation. And in terms of wage inflation, generally
speaking, I mean, we expect some. Everybody is seeing it. But overall, I mean, it's reasonable at
this point, and we'll update you, you know, as time goes by if it's more than we expected.” (Visa
Q1 Earnings Call 2022, 1/28/2022)

Visa’s CEO emphasized the ticket sizes also benefitted from the rebound of the “affluent
segment” who “tend to have higher ticket sizes.” “Al Kelly -- Chairman and Chief Executive
Officer: No, I think it was a very complete answer, Vasant. The only other factor that you didn't
mention relative to ticket sizes is something I said in answering, I think, Darrin's question that as
the affluent segment, which is the segment that -- whose spending went down the most during
the pandemic, comes back in, obviously, they tend to have higher ticket sizes as well. So, there's
a number of factors that drive ticket sizes. Actually, getting to precision on causality and what the
different weighting of those different factors are is virtually impossible.”(Visa Q1 Earnings Call
2022, 1/28/2022)

Visa’s profits have surged alongside inflation

Visa reported that its profits rose 21% alone in Q1 2022. “Payment processing giant Visa's
profits rose 21% in the first three months of the year fueled by a large jump in spending on the
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company's namesake credit and debit card network. The San Francisco-based company reported
Tuesday that it earned $3.65 billion, or $1.70 a share, in its fiscal second quarter that ended
March 31. That was up from $3.03 billion, or $1.38 a share, in the same period a year earlier.”
(Associated Press, 4/26/2022)

Visa’s profits were driven by increases in both the number and size of transactions on its
network “Visa's results were driven largely by a significant jump in the amount of money and the
number of transactions that went through its payment network. The company processed $3.384
trillion in payments on its network last quarter, up 17% from a year earlier. Visa earns a fee from
every transactions that uses its network.” (Associated Press, 4/26/2022)

MASTERCARD

A study found that Visa and Mastercard had raised fees by over $1 billion since 2021. “The
changes coming in April 2022 are quite complicated, but only affect consumer credit card
transactions within the programs outlined below. While these are the largest changes coming, it is
not an exhaustive list, and there are other smaller changes coming as well. CMSPI estimates that
the total impact of these changes are $475 million in annual increases. Bringing the whole picture
together, $475 million from Visa and Mastercard is added to the changes that went into effect last
year from Visa, which CMSPI estimated to be worth $698 million dollars, and a grand total of $1.17
billion in increased fees for merchants annually.” (CSMPI, 2/23/2022)

Mastercard announced it was doubling its “Digital Enablement Fee” and adding a minimum
charge, increasing costs for every online transaction. “Along with the interchange changes,
Mastercard has also announced its intention to increase the Digital Enablement fee, which
applies to all online spend through the network. Currently charged at 0.01% on all sale
transactions, Mastercard is firstly changing the fee to occur on all authorizations instead, meaning
this fee will occasionally be charged on a transaction where no final sale is made. For example,
this fee will still apply even if a transaction is declined, or if a consumer cancels a purchase
before the good is shipped. They are also doubling the fee from 0.01% to 0.02% and
implementing a minimum charge of $0.02 per transaction. While the fee doubling is already a
substantial change, the minimum charge will apply for all transactions under $100 made online,
meaning that the smaller the transaction, the larger the charge. For example, a $20 t-shirt
ordered online will see a 10x increase in this fee, and a $5 hamburger ordered through an app
will see a 40x increase, making smaller ticket merchants extremely vulnerable to the change.”
(CSMPI, 2/23/2022)

Mastercard told analysts that is was seeing higher ticket prices and no spending
slowdown

Mastercard’s CEO said the company had not seen any changing consumer behavior due to
inflation, but “there has been a 1% increase in our switched volume that's related to gas price
increases.” “Michael Miebach -- Chief Executive Officer: Sanjay, thanks for your question. So on
the inflation side, as Sachin mentioned earlier, we have not seen anything yet in terms of
changing consumer spending behaviors. But what we are seeing is in terms of the impact on
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vertical mix and so forth, there has been a 1% increase in our switched volume that's related to
gas price increases. We're seeing some shifts in the airline. That is again under an inflationary
pressure there from ticket prices perspective. So we have to see where it goes going forward. I
mean fundamentally, where I stand on this is the push by consumers into the digital space. They
learn these habits, they're online. All that will continue. And we'll see where the underlying prices
go. (Mastercard Q1 2022 Earnings Call, 4/28/2022)

Mastercard’s CEO stressed the company had not seen reduced spending from inflation: ‘Could
there be a crowding-out effect of rents or gas prices… that's not something we can tell yet.”
“Michael Miebach -- Chief Executive Officer: All that will continue. And we'll see where the
underlying prices go. In the end, it comes back to what we've been saying all along. There's
macro considerations in each country.That has to be considered here. One's monetary fiscal
policy and then there is the micro aspects of the different verticals, which ones of those are
carded, which ones we would see, which ones we wouldn't see. Could there be a crowding-out
effect of rents or gas prices, particularly in Europe? Yes, there might be, but that's not something
we can tell yet.” (Mastercard Q1 2022 Earnings Call, 4/28/2022)

Mastercard’s CFO: “At this stage, we have not seen any significant impact of these in
consumer spending.” “Sachin Mehra -- Chief Financial Officer: As Michael mentioned, consumer
spending remains robust, particularly as economies open further and pandemic-related
restrictions are lifted. Having said this, we are monitoring a number of factors, including
inflationary pressures, supply chain constraints, geopolitical uncertainties and COVID infection
rates. At this stage, we have not seen any significant impact of these in consumer spending.
Cross-border travel is recovering rapidly as border restrictions ease. (Mastercard Q1 2022
Earnings Call, 4/28/2022)

Mastercard also reported higher revenue as inflationary trends increasing transaction
size and volume

Mastercard reported that its revenue had increased nearly 30% in Q1 2022, thanks to
“stronger than expected…domestic volumes.” “Net revenue was up 27%, reflecting the
continued execution of our strategy and the ongoing recovery in spending. Acquisitions
contributed 2 ppt to this group. These revenues were above expectation, primarily due to
stronger-than-expected cross-border and domestic volumes, favorable cross-border mix and
FX-related revenues. Operating expenses increased 13%, including a 6 ppt increase from
acquisitions. Operating income was up 40%, which includes a 1 ppt decrease related to
acquisitions. Net income was up 61%, which includes a 20 ppt benefit due to the recognition of a
one-time discrete tax benefit related to a U.S. (Mastercard Q1 2022 Earnings Call, 4/28/2022)

Visa and Mastercard used their market control to increase fees on merchants who pass
them onto consumers

March 2022: Visa and Mastercard planned to increase previously delayed fees on merchants
that accept credit cards. “Visa Inc. and Mastercard Inc. are preparing to increase the fees that
many large merchants pay when they accept consumers’ credit cards. The fee
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increases—delayed during the past two years because of the pandemic—are scheduled to kick in
next month, according to people familiar with the matter and a document viewed by The Wall
Street Journal.” (Wall Street Journal, 3/8/2022)

The Visa and Mastercard fee increases targeted online purchases, in-store retail, and
supermarkets. “The Visa and Mastercard fee increases will apply to many online consumer
credit-card purchases, according to the document and people familiar with the matter. A Visa
spokesman said merchants can avoid the higher fees if they provide certain transaction data and
use its token service that masks card numbers. Mastercard will also increase fees on more than a
dozen in-store purchase categories, according to the document and people familiar with the
matter. Small and midsize supermarkets will pay higher interchange fees on most rewards cards.
In-store general retail fees will also rise.” (Wall Street Journal, 3/8/2022)

The bulk of retailers will see increased costs from the fee increases. Only an extremely narrow
segment of merchants with a small overall transaction volume might benefit from the new fee
structure, critics say. The bulk of retailers will see increased costs, which will trickle down to
consumers already struggling to make ends meet amid the highest inflation in 40 years. (USA
Today, 4/25/2022)

Visa and Mastercard control more than 70% of the credit card payment market, collecting a
percentage of the total spent in transactions. “Processing fees, or ‘swipe’ fees, on credit cards
are likely rising for millions of businesses, but whether this is a classic case of corporate greed at
the expense of consumers depends on who you ask. Visa and Mastercard, the top two payments
networks in the U.S. with more than 70% of the market, recently changed its fee structures for
merchants who accept their credit cards for payments. The fees, charged every time a customer
swipes a credit card, are typically a percentage of the total spent in the transaction.” (USA Today,
4/25/2022)

In 2021, Visa and Mastercard collected $55.4 billion in merchant fees, over double the
number from 2012. “U.S. merchants paid card issuers an estimated $55.4 billion in Visa and
Mastercard credit-card interchange fees in 2021, more than double the amount in 2012,
according to the Nilson Report. They pass along at least some of these costs to the consumer in
the form of higher prices. More merchants have started charging consumers extra when they pay
with credit cards.”(Wall Street Journal, 3/8/2022)

Total processing fees collected by Visa and Mastercard rose from $27.7 billion in 2011 to
$77.48 billion in 2021. ”As more commerce moved online during the pandemic, so did fraud," it
said. To see how much is at stake, total processing fees for all types and brands of cards were
$137.8 billion in 2021, according to the Nilson Report, which provides news and analysis of the
global card and mobile payment industry. That compares with $110.3 billion in 2020 and $65.1
billion in 2011. For Visa and Mastercard credit cards alone, 2021 was $77.48 billion, 2020 was
$61.63 billion and 2011 was $27.7 billion.” (USA Today, 4/25/2022)
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MISCELLANEOUS

HB FULLER

HB Fuller’s CEO cited nearly $800 million in price increases since the beginning of 2021 and
said “we are prepared to implement further price increases as necessary.” James J. Owens —
CEO: “The tragic events in Ukraine have all of us concerned for the safety of people in the region,
and our concerns at H.B. Fuller are with them, first and foremost. From a trade perspective, the
conflict is impacting a fragile supply chain with even higher prices for raw materials and
transportation. Raw material inflation will be greater than we forecasted in January. And as a
result, additional pricing actions are being implemented this quarter to remain ahead of the
inflation. We have implemented approximately $130 million of pricing in the first quarter with at
least an additional $175 million planned in the second quarter. These actions are in addition to
the $450 million of annualized pricing executed in fiscal 2021 and are expected to more than
offset raw material and delivery cost increases. Our teams are monitoring the situation daily, and
we are prepared to implement further price increases as necessary.” (HB Fuller Co Q1 2022
Earnings Call, 3/24/2022)

HB Fuller CFO said net revenue was up 18% compared to the same period last year, with
pricing up 14.7%. John J. Corkrean — CFO: “Thanks, Jim. I'll begin on Slide 5 with some
additional financial details on the first quarter. Net revenue was up 18% versus the same period
last year. Currency had a negative impact of 3.7% and acquisitions had a positive impact of 0.9%.
Adjusting for currency and acquisitions, organic revenue was up 20.8% with volumes up 6.1% and
pricing up 14.7%. All 3 GBUs had double-digit organic growth versus 2021 with Construction
Adhesives up over 38% year-on-year and HHC and Engineering Adhesives up 21% and 17%,
respectively, against what was a very strong first quarter last year for both GBUs.” (HB Fuller Co
Q1 2022 Earnings Call, 3/24/2022)

HB Fuller’s CEO said customers aren’t ‘prebuying’ to escape price increases: “price increases
are happening every quarter. So there's not really a prebuy on price increases. And frankly,
there's not enough material around for people to prebuy.” James J. Owens — CEO: “So those
are really the 2 big drivers, I think you saw it in some of our results last year in Q4, and you're
definitely seeing that momentum build here. As far as prebuy on price increases, price increases
are happening every quarter. So there's not really a prebuy on price increases. And frankly,
there's not enough material around for people to prebuy. So that's definitely not driving any kind
of quarterly impact here. John, you want to add something?” (HB Fuller Co Q1 2022 Earnings Call,
3/24/2022)

HB Fuller’s CEO told an analyst that the company is doing “some great work on pricing that's
improving the margins.” David. Begleiter, Analyst, DEUTSCHE BANK: “Just going back to
guidance. For Q2 through Q4 ex M&A, is it fair to say that this guidance is unchanged versus
prior guidance?” James J. Owens — CEO: “Pretty similar. Pretty similar. I think -- yes, pretty similar.
But I'd say that's the net-net. There's a lot that goes behind that, right? I think there's a lot of good
momentum in the business, some great work on pricing that's improving the margins. And then
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there's this tempering of enthusiasm given the fact that we've got this war in Ukraine. So that's
built into the guidance.” (HB Fuller Co Q1 2022 Earnings Call, 3/24/2022)

HB Fuller’s CEO said the Ukraine crisis led directly to “why we have this big increase that
we're putting in place here in Q2, the big price increase.” James J. Owens — CEO: “Yes. I think I
even said it on the last call, right? What we were seeing in Q3, Q4 and projecting into Q1 was a
slowing of inflation, still inflation but less inflation. And that's what we had predicted for Q2, right?
So inflation but less inflation. In fact, our current view is that inflation in Q2 will be the highest
inflation quarter we've had, and that's mostly driven by Ukraine. So we do a lot of forward look
and we get really good visibility a quarter ahead, and there's a lot of shortages, there's a lot of
downstream effects from commodity materials that will impact this year and the quarter. So our
perspective is up a lot from where we were in Q1, mostly driven by the shortages in Ukraine, and
that's why we have this big increase that we're putting in place here in Q2, the big price
increase.” (HB Fuller Co Q1 2022 Earnings Call, 3/24/2022)

PPG

PPG’s CEO told analysts “we have continued to improve our pricing realization in both pace
and cadence…Our price capture this cycle is much faster.” Michael McGarry -- Chairman and
Chief Executive Officer: “Additionally, outside of China, COVID restrictions have continued to
decrease in many parts of the world. As a company, we have continued to improve our pricing
realization in both pace and cadence. This has been necessary to battle the persistence and
breadth of inflation. Our price capture this cycle is much faster, and we are now pricing in the
second quarter for second quarter inflation impacts, so we are basically pricing in real time.” (PPG
Industries Q1 2022 Earnings Call, 4/25/2022)

PPG’s CEO said the company’s selling prices are up over 12% on a two-year stack basis versus
the first quarter of 2020. Michael McGarry -- Chairman and Chief Executive Officer: “Our
adjusted earnings were significantly above the upper end of our January financial guide as we
delivered strong earnings leverage on the higher-than-expected sales volumes. This leverage
was a result of improving manufacturing performance as COVID-related absenteeism subsided
significantly as we progressed through the quarter, and we experienced increasing raw material
availability. In addition, our selling price increases increased 10% year over year, marking the 20th
consecutive quarter of higher selling prices. Our selling prices are up over 12% on a two-year
stack basis versus the first quarter of 2020, reflecting our continued actions to offset
generationally high inflation.” (PPG Industries Q1 2022 Earnings Call, 4/25/2022)

PPG’s CEO: “we're implementing incremental selling price increases in the second quarter
and expect that we will exit the second quarter offsetting all inflation categories on a run rate
basis.” Michael McGarry -- Chairman and Chief Executive Officer: “In the first quarter, our selling
prices did offset year-over-year raw material inflation but did not offset inflation from other
sources, including logistics, energy and labor, and we did not fully recover prior-year inflation.
Sequentially, versus the fourth quarter 2021, our overall margins improved by more than 200
basis points. We are targeting continued quarterly sequential margin improvement in the second
quarter as well despite further increases in raw material and logistics inflation. We have continued
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to optimize our commercial processes the last two years and, as mentioned, are now closer to
real-time pricing relative to inflation. Due to higher crude oil and energy prices, we're
implementing incremental selling price increases in the second quarter and expect that we will
exit the second quarter offsetting all inflation categories on a run rate basis. This drives our
expectations for operating margins to sequentially improve further as the year progresses.” (PPG
Industries Q1 2022 Earnings Call, 4/25/2022)

PPG’s COO: “We continue to get increasing sequential pricing. And that pricing, while never
easy to get, is being accepted by our customers.” Tim Knavish -- Chief Operating Officer:
“David, Tim Knavish here. Look, in our architectural U.S. business, in fact, our architectural
business is around the world. We continue to get increasing sequential pricing. And that pricing,
while never easy to get, is being accepted by our customers. And we -- our customers have to
remain competitive every day. So we can assume that we're seeing that same kind of behavior
from others in the market. So we have not seen what you call discounting in the market.” (PPG
Industries Q1 2022 Earnings Call, 4/25/2022)

An analyst asked PPG “when the raw materials eventually or hopefully subside, do you give
back some of that pricing in real time?” John McNulty -- BMO Capital Markets -- Analyst: “Yeah,
thanks for taking my question. So on the pricing front, Michael, you kind of indicated you're
almost at a point where it's real-time pricing. I guess what are the mechanisms in place that
you've put so that we can actually see that real-time pricing? And I guess to that also, when the
raw materials eventually or hopefully subside, do you give back some of that pricing in real time?
Or is that something where we may see the more traditional lag or even stability when it comes
to price? I guess, how should we be thinking about that?” (PPG Industries Q1 2022 Earnings Call,
4/25/2022)

PPG’s CEO responded “we're not going to be giving this pricing back,” noting that their
customers “cannot argue that our competitors are not pricing.” Michael McGarry -- Chairman
and Chief Executive Officer: “Well, John, first of all, we're not going to be giving this pricing back.
As you know, we are still lagging if you look at this on a two and a half year stack, so there's
plenty of recovery. And the reason that we're able to get more real-time pricing than ever before
is it's impossible for our customers to argue with what's going on, right? They fully see the same
things that we're seeing. They're seeing energy prices go up. They see raw materials that we buy,
they can see it in their own systems going up. They can see transportation going up, they're
paying for transportation. And they also cannot argue that our competitors are not pricing. So
from that standpoint, most of the bullets that they usually try to fire at us, that our salespeople try
to avoid, that's not happening.” (PPG Industries Q1 2022 Earnings Call, 4/25/2022)

PPG CEO: “it's not a matter of can we take a price increase? Now it's about how much of a
price increase are you going to take…So we're telling people, this is the new price. And if you
don't like it, please don't place purchase orders.” Michael McGarry -- Chairman and Chief
Executive Officer: “And now it's not a matter of can we take a price increase? Now it's about how
much of a price increase are you going to take. And the other thing that we've done much more
aggressively than we ever have is withhold shipments. So we're telling people, this is the new
price. And if you don't like it, please don't place purchase orders. And if the purchase orders
come in without the new price on it, we're sending those purchase orders back. And that has
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gotten the attention of our customers and they understand that we need relief, and we need
relief now. And so you could see that there is a palpable energy in the air to get price increases
as we're doing it. So when you see oil at $107, our customers are getting price like that. So I'm
really pleased our sales teams have gotten much better at pricing than ever in the history of the
company.” (PPG Industries Q1 2022 Earnings Call, 4/25/2022)
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